












































COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

POLICIES 
Please leave your comments in the space 
provided below regarding the Commercial 
Development and Economic Development 
Policies. 
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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

POLICIES 
Please leave your comments in the space 
provided below regarding the Commercial 
Development and Economic Development 
Policies. 

Tear off this portion and hand it to a project team 
member. 



















RESPONSES FOR ALTERNATIVE A: LOW-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL; MIXED-USED DEVELOPMENT ALONG RAINBOW; INCREASED OPEN SPAC

Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Comment
09/30/2016 06:13am 107.77.85.97 I do not feel this is a good location for mixed use development

09/20/2016 07:29am 12.108.151.2

Best siting of the park (similar to option C).  Parking at the school can be shared with 
parking for the park with the careful development of a crosswalk and path.  Mixed use 
co-developed with civic functions has proven to be a successful model, helping to defray 
the cost of public maintenance by allowing the civic entity to charge rent or lease space 
to a retail or commercial entity.  Single family residential, possibly with smaller lot sizes 
and higher lot coverage, is the most feasible and flexible use of the difficult 
'sawtoothed' site to the west of Booth.

09/30/2016 09:30am 12.111.103.196
Love it, except not wild about moving City Hall. Any new building would likely be very 
expensive.

09/25/2016 05:27pm 136.63.130.241
I am not in favor of any medium density land use on the west side of Rainbow Blvd. That 
is a totally new development and one that was not talked about previously.

09/18/2016 12:50pm 136.63.142.97 This would be my preference of all options.  
09/30/2016 01:43pm 142.54.175.13

09/25/2016 08:32pm 162.238.216.30
Absolutely not.  No More medium density.  It's fine along the perimeter but not in the 
interior of our city. 

09/17/2016 07:37am 162.238.216.65 This alternate is problematic as it directs traffic away from the signal.
09/17/2016 06:36am 162.238.219.112 Additional mixed use probably better located at SW corner of Rainbow and 47th.
09/28/2016 06:52am 170.146.220.71 that would be a good idea for this 

09/30/2016 05:33am 204.118.135.32
This looks pretty good assuming the mixed-use development is attractive (NOT A STRIP 
MALL) as seen on either side of 48th and Rainbow.

09/30/2016 02:12pm 216.185.230.69 No mixed use. Make all of this community space.
09/16/2016 02:28pm 216.60.18.40 more green space, less residential density

09/20/2016 01:48pm 23.255.129.241
I think the idea of building a civic building when we already have such a lovely one is an 
offensive use our our taxes.  Parkland and public use space would be appreciated.

09/20/2016 06:11pm 23.255.129.241
The least disappointing of the four options. Let's not candycoat the meaning of mixed 
use development with the "potential" to include anything; that's misleading and 
dishonest. 

09/24/2016 08:29pm 23.255.137.201

I believe this is the best use of space. I do not promote ANY medium density housing in 
the plan. The mixed use development is fine - but would hope that it is similar to the 
commercial area in Westwood Hills - single story, with appropriate styling for Westwood 
(Crestwood and Westwood Hills are good examples of this).

10/01/2016 07:08am 23.255.138.160 We said single family homes. There's nothing wrong with city hall. 
10/01/2016 08:27pm 23.255.140.167 A larger park would be great!  This looks like the best idea to me.

10/01/2016 08:31pm 23.255.140.167
Please no apartments or "plexes". If higher density housing is considered please 
emphasize multistory "row house" concept with front porches that look authentic. Nice 
example is in North Kansas City, Mo.

10/01/2016 08:31pm 23.255.140.167
Please no apartments or "plexes". If higher density housing is considered please 
emphasize multistory "row house" concept with front porches that look authentic. Nice 
example is in North Kansas City, Mo.

10/01/2016 08:31pm 23.255.140.167
Please no apartments or "plexes". If higher density housing is considered please 
emphasize multistory "row house" concept with front porches that look authentic. Nice 
example is in North Kansas City, Mo.

09/22/2016 06:29pm 23.255.144.144 The Beer family at 2200 w 48th st Westwood KS is for plan A. 
09/29/2016 05:30pm 23.255.171.248
09/25/2016 01:36pm 23.255.173.36 This seems the best of the 3 options.

09/27/2016 07:13am 23.255.180.134
Leave our neighborhood alone. I purchased my home on 47th terrace for the single 
family home charm. Don't ruin it with apartment buildings.  Don't exploit our quiet street 
as a way to make money. I am NOT in favor. Leave our street alone. 

09/19/2016 08:30am 23.255.181.100

I love Westwood's 'village feel'.  I would absolutely HATE myriad apartments 
surrounding me. We already have enough rental houses in WW. These are usually 
rented by kids and involve 4 or 5 more cars parked on our street. I know our city govt. 
has a lot of folks who are into 'investment opportunities', but please leave our real 
estate in WW alone!! I don't want to be surrounded by apartment buildings.

QUESTION: PLEASE PROVIDE COMMENTS ON 4 ALTERNATIVES SHOWN FOR THE EXISTING WESTWOOD VIEW 
ELEMENTARY AND 5050 RAINBOW SITE.



09/28/2016 10:36am 23.255.191.181

This is the most rational use of space along Rainbow given the daily traffic count and 
has the least impact on existing residents.
What is the need for additional civil space along 50th Street?  City should care for its 
existing facility at Rainbow and 47th.

10/01/2016 07:37pm 23.255.191.75
Having open space closer to the housing and slower traffic street makes the space more 
user/community friendly.

10/01/2016 08:05pm 23.255.191.75
This is the option that makes the most sense, placing mixed used development on a 
busier street and open space in the less busy inner street.  This also keeps low density 
housing, which is a must.

09/26/2016 09:37am 24.123.96.142
I feel of these four options this is only one that keeps the integrity of the neighborhood 
in tact.  Westwood needs to stay single family homes on all residential streets.

09/30/2016 02:38pm 24.123.96.142 Only acceptable option
09/30/2016 03:03pm 24.123.96.142 Best Option
09/30/2016 03:31pm 24.123.96.142 Best option.

09/30/2016 10:05am 65.28.80.141

This is a terrible idea, as are the others. It rests on the assumption that the city can 
afford to purchase land and speculate in real estate. This is neither a wise use of 
government power, nor is it fiscally prudent, given that the streets are falling apart, City 
Hall looks shabby, and the City could not even afford a $1,000 scholarship a few years 
ago. Moreover, Westwood is a single-family residential area, and more mixed-use and 
more dense housing is wholly inappropriate, out of character with the neighborhood, 
and contrary to what the vast number of citizens want. This is particularly compelling 
given that the current Woodside development is far from successful yet. These 
proposals are simply bowing to development interests without any regard to the 
common welfare of the city. These proposals look to me like they derive from politicians 
and meddlers who think doing something is the same thing as doing something smart.

10/01/2016 10:33am 65.28.84.137 This is most in keeping with the character already in this area
09/27/2016 03:16am 65.28.88.130 This is the choice I like best--A.

09/19/2016 11:46am 65.28.89.176
I do not find this idea to be objectionable.  I think this would provide for a nice buffer to 
the west with the residential componet and greatly expand the park area all the while 
keeping the managment and upkeep within our current staffing.

09/24/2016 02:54pm 65.28.90.180
I like the green space with this option. The mixed use development could potentially be 
ok if it were a development like in Westwood Hills. However, if it were a Woodside style 
development, it would be out of keeping with the character of Westwood

09/28/2016 04:16pm 65.31.195.3
Nowhere in our meetings, or in our  "vision statement" was there a call for further 
commercial development or multi family  building.

09/16/2016 03:06pm 70.195.5.94
Prefer no more medium density. Believe the city needs more high end residential to 
keep attracting families

09/17/2016 08:39am 70.195.8.98 Pushes traffic away from the signal.  We should leverage the signal.

09/29/2016 01:40pm 75.81.35.132
not sure what mixed used development means but if it's single family residential and 
civic building and open space I'm all for it



RESPONSES FOR ALTERNATIVE B: LOW-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL; MEDIUM-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL; INCREASED OPEN SPACE

Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Comment

09/30/2016 09:32am 12.111.103.196
I think it would make more sense to put medium density residential on Rainbow, then 
have the green space in the middle.

09/18/2016 12:50pm 136.63.142.97
I am not in favor of adding apartment complexes in this area.  Townhouses/ duplexes 
would be a possibility.  I am leery of traffic congestion, particularly with the likelihood of 
the elementary school just NW to this area. 

09/25/2016 08:32pm 162.238.216.30 No medium density 
09/17/2016 07:37am 162.238.216.65 I like the feel of this one.

09/17/2016 06:42am 162.238.219.112
I like the mix of land use. Would be curious about flipping the med-density rest to the 
Rainbow side with park open space on the interior. No city hall here in this scenario. 
47th and Rainbow could be redeveloped to mixed use incorporating city hall.

09/16/2016 02:16pm 169.147.254.135
Alternative B.. Aesthetically it looks best of all the alternatives and hopefully low density 
residential on the interior of the site 

09/30/2016 05:35am 204.118.135.32

This looks good assuming the medium-density residential is high-end/luxury so it helps 
surrounding property values.  Kirkwood, MO near St. Louis does a pretty good job of 
this.  The reality is that the existing single family homes will be torn down and replaced 
with new, modern, nice construction.

09/30/2016 02:12pm 216.185.230.69 I oppose medium density housing. Make all of this public space.

09/20/2016 01:47pm 23.255.129.241
What kind of park do you think has apartments next to it. Is it a safe park? Is it safe at 
night? Medium density residential, while possibly fine or even upscale in the short term, 
is in the long term, a blight on our neighborhood.

09/20/2016 06:15pm 23.255.129.241

Multi-family condominiums or townhouse developments can be located only on or at
intersections with Rainbow Boulevard, 47th Street, State Line Road, or Shawnee 
Mission
Parkway. -does this no longer apply or is that "open space" part of the medium density r 
property and not really open space?

09/30/2016 06:05am 23.255.136.241
I am opposed to adding medium density residential on the current WWV site.  It would 
change the character of that area entirely, both in terms of look and in terms of 
crowding.

09/24/2016 08:29pm 23.255.137.201 NO to medium density housing

09/19/2016 05:43pm 23.255.138.160
Westwood residents have REPEATEDLY stated that they DO NOT WANT medium-
density residential. They want single-family homes. This option flies in the face of that 
overwhelming city response. 

10/01/2016 07:09am 23.255.138.160
Who asked for condos and apartments besides the developers who have infiltrated the 
master plan committee? Shame on you. We don't want them. 

10/01/2016 08:27pm 23.255.140.167 I am not a fan of medium density residential.
10/01/2016 08:31pm 23.255.140.167 As in "A"

09/27/2016 07:13am 23.255.180.134
Leave our neighborhood alone. I purchased my home on 47th terrace for the single 
family home charm. Don't ruin it with apartment buildings.  Don't exploit our quiet street 
as a way to make money. I am NOT in favor. Leave our street alone. 

10/01/2016 08:06pm 23.255.191.75
Do NOT like medium density residential zoning on this option. Mixed use along Rainbow 
makes the most sense and an open space along a busy street like Rainbow is just plain 
stupid. 

10/01/2016 08:44pm 23.255.191.75
Putting a park by a thoroughfare that service 10k vehicles per day as noted in the plan is 
not a good idea. No one would feel safe playing with their kids, family, pets, etc. by a 
busy thoroughfare.

09/26/2016 09:37am 24.123.96.142 No medium-density housing in Westwood.
09/30/2016 02:38pm 24.123.96.142 No medium-density housing in Westwood.
09/30/2016 03:04pm 24.123.96.142 Keep all streets in Westwood Low-Density residential.

QUESTION: PLEASE PROVIDE COMMENTS ON 4 ALTERNATIVES SHOWN FOR THE EXISTING WESTWOOD VIEW 
ELEMENTARY AND 5050 RAINBOW SITE.



09/30/2016 10:05am 65.28.80.141

This is a terrible idea, as are the others. It rests on the assumption that the city can 
afford to purchase land and speculate in real estate. This is neither a wise use of 
government power, nor is it fiscally prudent, given that the streets are falling apart, City 
Hall looks shabby, and the City could not even afford a $1,000 scholarship a few years 
ago. Moreover, Westwood is a single-family residential area, and more mixed-use and 
more dense housing is wholly inappropriate, out of character with the neighborhood, 
and contrary to what the vast number of citizens want. This is particularly compelling 
given that the current Woodside development is far from successful yet. These 
proposals are simply bowing to development interests without any regard to the 
common welfare of the city. These proposals look to me like they derive from politicians 
and meddlers who think doing something is the same thing as doing something smart.

09/19/2016 11:46am 65.28.89.176
I would be more in favor of keeping all of the ground east of the proposed street as 
greenspace or civic space.

09/24/2016 02:52pm 65.28.90.180
I do not think medium density residential housing has any place in Westwood. The 
residents have spoken. We want single family homes. No town homes or apartments in 
Westwood (outside of the Woodside development)

09/28/2016 04:16pm 65.31.195.3 Again, who wants multi density?
09/17/2016 08:39am 70.195.8.98 I think this plan is a good idea



RESPONSES FOR ALTERNATIVE C: MEDIUM-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL; INCREASED OPEN SPACE; PUBLIC SPACE ALONG 51ST STREET & RA

Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Comment

09/30/2016 06:18am 107.77.85.97
This is the best use of space along Rainbow. I would still prefer that the lots on the west 
side of Booth were low density but if no developer comes forth to build there - medium 
density should be a secondary option. 

09/30/2016 09:33am 12.111.103.196 Don't like this.

10/01/2016 03:47pm 136.63.133.162
This is the closest option, but I would prefer one that does not convert public or school 
land to development, since this is not needed for our budget and a direct contradiction 
to the community preferences in the public meetings.

09/25/2016 08:32pm 162.238.216.30 Do not agree with this option. No medium density

09/17/2016 06:54am 162.238.219.112

Like the increased density at the site and interior park with city hall on Rainbow. City 
may consider form-based zoning to guide development of medium-density residential. If 
medium-density residential is well done this plan could be a great success. Also suspect 
it will draw the loudest criticism from a vocal minority.

09/30/2016 05:38am 204.118.135.32
This will work assuming the medium-density is on the high-end/luxury side of the 
spectrum (Kirkwood Dev. in MO) and the City Hall is small. The city hall now is way to big 
for what it actually uses.  Think 'small foot print sustainable'.

09/30/2016 02:13pm 216.185.230.69
I oppose medium density housing. Make all of this public space. 

09/20/2016 01:46pm 23.255.129.241
I love everything about this plan EXCLUDING the medium density residential. Please 
refrain from building medium-density residential in our lovely neighborhood.

09/20/2016 06:16pm 23.255.129.241

Multi-family condominiums or townhouse developments can be located only on or at
intersections with Rainbow Boulevard, 47th Street, State Line Road, or Shawnee 
Mission
Parkway.

09/30/2016 06:05am 23.255.136.241
I am opposed to adding medium density residential on the current WWV site.  It would 
change the character of that area entirely, both in terms of look and in terms of 
crowding.

09/24/2016 08:29pm 23.255.137.201 NO to Medium Density housing

09/19/2016 05:44pm 23.255.138.160
Westwood residents have REPEATEDLY stated that they DO NOT WANT medium-
density residential. They want single-family homes. This option flies in the face of that 
overwhelming city response. 

10/01/2016 07:10am 23.255.138.160
Nope ?? we said no to condos and apartments and just because you are going to make 
money for your friends doesn't mean you can forefoot the wishes of the community. 

10/01/2016 08:33pm 23.255.140.167 As in "A"
10/01/2016 08:37pm 23.255.140.167 As in "A"

09/27/2016 07:13am 23.255.180.134
Leave our neighborhood alone. I purchased my home on 47th terrace for the single 
family home charm. Don't ruin it with apartment buildings.  Don't exploit our quiet street 
as a way to make money. I am NOT in favor. Leave our street alone. 

10/01/2016 08:07pm 23.255.191.75
Do NOT like medium density residential zoning on this option. Public space along 
Rainbow is fine.

10/01/2016 08:52pm 23.255.191.75

Creating a housing area that will attract lower income and more transient traffic, and 
then designing public park space next to it would make the public area less desirable for 
people living in the low density residential area. This appears to be a more revenue 
driven/focused option that isn't as focused building up or maintaining the residential 
community.

09/26/2016 09:37am 24.123.96.142
No medium-density housing in Westwood.  Why would City Hall be thinking of moving.  
The building they currently have does not seem in any type of disrepair.

09/30/2016 02:39pm 24.123.96.142 No medium-density housing in Westwood.
09/30/2016 03:04pm 24.123.96.142 Keep all streets in Westwood Low-Density residential.

09/18/2016 06:16pm 24.145.160.155
I like the idea of either med density or single family on West side of road. Maybe green 
or net-zero, which would be progressive to pursue. 

QUESTION: PLEASE PROVIDE COMMENTS ON 4 ALTERNATIVES SHOWN FOR THE EXISTING WESTWOOD VIEW 
ELEMENTARY AND 5050 RAINBOW SITE.



09/30/2016 10:05am 65.28.80.141

This is a terrible idea, as are the others. It rests on the assumption that the city can 
afford to purchase land and speculate in real estate. This is neither a wise use of 
government power, nor is it fiscally prudent, given that the streets are falling apart, City 
Hall looks shabby, and the City could not even afford a $1,000 scholarship a few years 
ago. Moreover, Westwood is a single-family residential area, and more mixed-use and 
more dense housing is wholly inappropriate, out of character with the neighborhood, 
and contrary to what the vast number of citizens want. This is particularly compelling 
given that the current Woodside development is far from successful yet. These 
proposals are simply bowing to development interests without any regard to the 
common welfare of the city. These proposals look to me like they derive from politicians 
and meddlers who think doing something is the same thing as doing something smart.

09/19/2016 11:49am 65.28.89.176
I am opposed to the idea of medium density  residential including apartments.  I am not 
opposed to townhouses or patio homes as long as they are owner occupied and not 
rental.  I am okay with the rest of the proposal east of the proposed street.

09/24/2016 02:52pm 65.28.90.180 No medium density housing in Westwood!
09/28/2016 04:16pm 65.31.195.3 No medium density residential.
09/17/2016 08:40am 70.195.8.98 Need to push the public space to the north corner near the signal



RESPONSES FOR ALTERNATIVE D: MEDIUM-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL; INCREASED OPEN SPACE; PUBLIC SPACE ALONG 50TH ST. & BOOT

Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Comment

09/30/2016 06:17am 107.77.85.97
it doesn't make sense to put city hall on interior roads. Keep it out on the main 
thoroughfare. 

09/30/2016 09:34am 12.111.103.196
Don't think it makes sense to put City Hall on the interior, then medium-density in the 
middle.

09/25/2016 08:33pm 162.238.216.30
None of the options work for our family. We just moved here and spent a lot of money to 
renovate our home not to see it go down in value. 

09/17/2016 07:06am 162.238.219.112

Like the increased density but maybe too dense along Booth. Would prefer seeing Med-
density rest and public space between Rainbow and Booth with park space west of 
Booth. May also consider dividing parcel between Rainbow and Booth into north/south 
parcels to allow for better solar orientation. Med-density res on the north between 
Rainbow and Booth with public/city hall to south and park west of Booth.

09/28/2016 06:53am 170.146.220.71 this is the best one

09/30/2016 05:40am 204.118.135.32
I don't know why city hall needs that much space..........Make the rest of the space low-
density or open space.  What about low density where medium density is shown???

09/30/2016 02:13pm 216.185.230.69
I oppose medium density housing. Make all of this public space. 

09/20/2016 01:45pm 23.255.129.241 Please refrain from building medium-density residential in our lovely neighborhood.

09/20/2016 06:17pm 23.255.129.241

Multi-family condominiums or townhouse developments can be located only on or at
intersections with Rainbow Boulevard, 47th Street, State Line Road, or Shawnee 
Mission
Parkway.

Also what's wrong with the current city hall, a perfectly adequate building for a city 
that's smaller than many neighborhood associations?

09/24/2016 08:29pm 23.255.137.201 NO again to medium density housing

09/19/2016 05:44pm 23.255.138.160
Westwood residents have REPEATEDLY stated that they DO NOT WANT medium-
density residential. They want single-family homes. This option flies in the face of that 
overwhelming city response. 

10/01/2016 07:11am 23.255.138.160 Absolutely not. No medium density. 
10/01/2016 08:37pm 23.255.140.167 As in "A"
10/01/2016 08:37pm 23.255.140.167 As in "A"

09/27/2016 07:13am 23.255.180.134
Leave our neighborhood alone. I purchased my home on 47th terrace for the single 
family home charm. Don't ruin it with apartment buildings.  Don't exploit our quiet street 
as a way to make money. I am NOT in favor. Leave our street alone. 

10/01/2016 08:08pm 23.255.191.75

Do NOT like medium density residential zoning on this option. Mixed use along Rainbow 
makes the most sense and an open space along a busy street like Rainbow is not a good 
idea. Public space on an inner street that is ideal for single family homes is also a waste 
of good property.

10/01/2016 08:44pm 23.255.191.75
Putting a park by a thoroughfare that service 10k vehicles per day as noted in the plan is 
not a good idea. No one would feel safe playing with their kids, family, pets, etc. by a 
busy thoroughfare.

09/26/2016 09:37am 24.123.96.142 No medium-density housing in Westwood.
09/30/2016 02:39pm 24.123.96.142 No medium-density housing in Westwood.
09/30/2016 03:04pm 24.123.96.142 Keep all streets in Westwood Low-Density residential.

QUESTION: PLEASE PROVIDE COMMENTS ON 4 ALTERNATIVES SHOWN FOR THE EXISTING WESTWOOD VIEW 
ELEMENTARY AND 5050 RAINBOW SITE.



09/30/2016 10:05am 65.28.80.141

This is a terrible idea, as are the others. It rests on the assumption that the city can 
afford to purchase land and speculate in real estate. This is neither a wise use of 
government power, nor is it fiscally prudent, given that the streets are falling apart, City 
Hall looks shabby, and the City could not even afford a $1,000 scholarship a few years 
ago. Moreover, Westwood is a single-family residential area, and more mixed-use and 
more dense housing is wholly inappropriate, out of character with the neighborhood, 
and contrary to what the vast number of citizens want. This is particularly compelling 
given that the current Woodside development is far from successful yet. These 
proposals are simply bowing to development interests without any regard to the 
common welfare of the city. These proposals look to me like they derive from politicians 
and meddlers who think doing something is the same thing as doing something smart.

09/19/2016 11:52am 65.28.89.176

I do not find much to like about this alternative.  I again to not like the medium density 
componet that would include apartments or non owner occupied.  I do not want to see a 
City Hall building in that location so close to the neighborhoods.  I also would prefer the 
area east of the proposed new street remain more as greenspace with the possibility of 
the addition of a civic building.

09/24/2016 02:52pm 65.28.90.180 No medium density housing in Westwood!
09/28/2016 04:17pm 65.31.195.3 Same complaint.
09/17/2016 08:41am 70.195.8.98 This plan is decent 



Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Which one do you like best?
09/30/2016 06:18am 107.77.85.97 C
09/22/2016 10:18am 107.77.89.54 A
09/20/2016 07:30am 12.108.151.2 A
09/30/2016 09:34am 12.111.103.196 A
09/16/2016 02:24pm 134.193.42.86 A
09/25/2016 05:29pm 136.63.130.241 A
10/01/2016 03:47pm 136.63.133.162 C
09/25/2016 06:06pm 136.63.140.170 C
09/17/2016 08:23pm 136.63.142.97 B
09/18/2016 12:50pm 136.63.142.97 A
09/17/2016 07:06am 162.238.219.112 C
09/16/2016 02:16pm 169.147.254.135 B
09/28/2016 06:53am 170.146.220.71 D
09/20/2016 01:14pm 192.222.104.1 A
09/30/2016 05:41am 204.118.135.32 B
09/28/2016 10:13am 216.21.164.22 A
09/20/2016 01:45pm 23.255.129.241 A
09/20/2016 06:23pm 23.255.129.241 A
09/24/2016 08:29pm 23.255.137.201 A
09/19/2016 06:05pm 23.255.138.160 A
09/16/2016 04:13pm 23.255.139.5 C
10/01/2016 08:28pm 23.255.140.167 A
10/01/2016 08:37pm 23.255.140.167 A
09/19/2016 05:17am 23.255.142.59 C
09/22/2016 06:29pm 23.255.144.144 A
09/22/2016 06:42pm 23.255.144.144 A
09/28/2016 07:52am 23.255.144.144 A
09/23/2016 08:53am 23.255.148.51 A
09/29/2016 05:31pm 23.255.171.248 A
10/01/2016 07:37pm 23.255.191.75 A
10/01/2016 08:08pm 23.255.191.75 A
09/26/2016 09:37am 24.123.96.142 A
09/30/2016 02:39pm 24.123.96.142 A
09/30/2016 03:04pm 24.123.96.142 A
09/30/2016 03:32pm 24.123.96.142 A
10/01/2016 10:32am 65.28.84.137 A
09/27/2016 03:16am 65.28.88.130 A
09/19/2016 11:58am 65.28.89.176 A
09/24/2016 02:54pm 65.28.90.180 A
09/25/2016 10:53am 65.31.194.159 A

QUESTION: Which of the four alternatives shown above do you like the best?



09/21/2016 07:56am 65.31.198.209 A
09/16/2016 03:06pm 70.195.5.94 A
09/17/2016 08:41am 70.195.8.98 B
09/28/2016 07:37am 74.62.118.127 B
09/28/2016 02:59pm 99.49.90.17 A

Tally Total (Online)
A 33
B 5
C 6
D 1

Tally Total (In-Person)
A 19
B 8
C 25
D 7

TOTAL TALLY ALL INPUT
A 52
B 13
C 31
D 8



DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR HOW THIS SITE CAN BE USED?

Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Comment

09/30/2016 09:35am 12.111.103.196
Residential on the west side of "Booth", green space on the rest or residential on both 
sides of booth, then green space on the rest.

09/20/2016 06:52am 136.32.69.168
I don't want my house torn down or to move. Not sure what benefit that would provide.  
Sounds like a bad plan. 

09/18/2016 01:52pm 136.63.133.162
None of these options include maintaining all this area as public use.  Our budget does 
not require additional development in Westwood. Please make all of this public land.

09/25/2016 06:06pm 136.63.140.170
I would prefer that the public space be as big and open as possible, like Franklin Park in 
PV.

09/17/2016 08:23pm 136.63.142.97 Ideal would be low density residential and green space. Single family homes.

09/18/2016 12:52pm 136.63.142.97
Single family, low-density residential homes and an open space. The open space with a 
large walking path.  Tennis courts, basketball courts. 

09/25/2016 08:35pm 162.238.216.30

Many families are trying to move here JT the houses sell quick.  Adding more property 
for single family homes and a bigger park is the absolute best and only option we would 
entertain.  It is nice that we will finally get rid of the monstrosity that is the former 
Entercom building but it needs to become single gaming property and space for new 
homes. 

09/25/2016 08:47pm 162.238.216.30
Do not tear down our perfectly great school. It's one of the major things that makes this 
city unique. 

09/19/2016 12:46pm 162.238.219.211

None of these options represent what I heard most residence saying they want.....retain 
single family suburban feel, increase green space, etc. When I looked at the plans at the 
open house, the first board only had one option for the future. There was no wording on 
the board to I indicate this was just one option to be considered and that folks had other 
options. Most people would take that to mean that it was a done deal, even though when 
I inquired I was told that we still had choices...so why was that not stated on the board? 

09/28/2016 06:54am 170.146.220.71 I think a civic hall would be great for the area
09/30/2016 05:41am 204.118.135.32 Swap B's medium-density for low-density.

09/30/2016 02:05pm 216.185.230.69
All of this area should be devoted to public use. The city's budget is healthy and 
projected to increase.  Now is the time to invest in community spaces rather than more 
homes.

09/30/2016 02:14pm 216.185.230.69
This is a false choice. The shading makes it ambiguous what is changing.  I'm 
disappointed in our leadership. It looks as if you're trying to mislead us.

09/20/2016 01:45pm 23.255.129.241
I'd much prefer more open parkland or community space, even if that would include a 
significant hike in taxes.

09/20/2016 06:23pm 23.255.129.241

The city purchased the church property as I understand it. Open up the 47th and 
ranbow corner by moving city hall there if you want, surrounded by the current green 
space and the additional green space provided by the demolition of the school. Or, when 
you extend Booth st go ahead and line both sides with R1 houses. I am appalled by the 
idea of a vaguely declared mixed use development at 5050 rainbow. The city has no 
business buying and selling properties - it may be a good way to fluff the budget, but it's 
a bad idea and NOT the role of city government.

09/30/2016 06:07am 23.255.136.241
I would love to see the Joe Dennis Park increased in size, with perhaps a community 
garden, baseball field, soccer field, or other community-use space.  

09/24/2016 08:33pm 23.255.137.201

Please consider abandoning the idea of medium density housing at all in Westwood. This 
will not add value to the current homes and typically duplex and condo development do 
not maintain their value or quality of the long-term. City council will face great 
opposition to the plan of adding this into Westwood's future. I have yet to talk to anyone 
who supports adding medium density housing.

09/19/2016 06:06pm 23.255.138.160
Public space, multi-use field, et. NO medium density residential. The Westwood 
community has continually responded that they do not want this and neither do I. 

10/01/2016 07:11am 23.255.138.160 Single family homes and civic available and open spaces. No medium density. 

10/01/2016 07:13am 23.255.138.160
We  don't like your alternatives because they go against community feedback. It's a 
runaway train with the city's well being a secondary thought compared to feeding the 
developers. 

10/01/2016 08:34pm 23.255.140.167 The more the park is enlarged and the existing tennis court area is preserved, the better

09/19/2016 05:17am 23.255.142.59 Community center with a gym.

QUESTION: PLEASE PROVIDE COMMENTS ON 4 ALTERNATIVES SHOWN FOR THE EXISTING WESTWOOD VIEW 
ELEMENTARY AND 5050 RAINBOW SITE.



09/22/2016 06:30pm 23.255.144.144 Please keep and expand upon the park on the corner. 

09/21/2016 04:12am 23.255.151.18
It would be nice if the expanded open space could have trees, picnic tables. Playground, 
and run around space- soccer field or  grass like a mini loose park. Also a small 
amphitheater or something similar for performances and movie nights.

09/28/2016 07:39pm 23.255.188.63

I like A in that the single family residential abuts the same and there is a green space 
separating most of the SFR from the Mixed-use.  I would rather see it designated only 
for public use and not multifamily/ mixed use.  I think it is all alone in this area and 
would not fit in.  It could also harm immediate vicinity property values.  I would prefer all 
SFR and green space.  Westwood has very little in the way of parks and this could be a 
great addition to the city.  

09/23/2016 06:47pm 23.255.189.215 No more commercial.  No multi-family residential.  

10/01/2016 08:47pm 23.255.191.75

Design/Implement questionnaire polls that get feedback on specific parts of the master 
plan from the people living in the specific area noted in the specific part of the master 
plan. You could easily require some sort of login/registration to submit answers. You 
could send access codes to homeowners via email or post. 

09/26/2016 09:39am 24.123.96.142
Shawnee Mission School District has not committed to moving the school to the 
Entercom property.  This space might need to be available if Westwood View is 
remodeled or expanded.

09/30/2016 02:39pm 24.123.96.142 Keep as is if you can't come up with a better option than medium-density housing.
09/30/2016 03:07pm 24.123.96.142 Park would be great, but understand that might not be realistic in the budget.

09/18/2016 06:17pm 24.145.160.155
Park expansion most important. I don't know that a parcel that size could be taken down 
in one chunk by the city and just used for a park. That would cost a lot, not sure 
residents have though through that math.

09/30/2016 10:08am 65.28.80.141

Expand the school use. The entire site with the church property is much larger than the 
Entercom site, and therefore is more suitable for a grade school, which typically 
requires 18 acres. If the school district does not rebuild the school, which I think is highly 
likely, it should develop as single-family residential property like the surrounding area.  
We do not need dense housing.  If it cannot be used as a school, it should go back on the 
tax rolls.

10/01/2016 10:32am 65.28.84.137
I would prefer not adding medium-density  residential to this area. I also don't think a 
new public space, such as a new city hall, is a good use of funds, since we already have a 
relatively new city hall.

09/30/2016 08:34pm 65.28.86.205
Block Booth at 49 Terr. 
Single Family only. 

10/01/2016 10:03pm 65.28.89.115
There are advantages to all of the proposed alternatives; is there also an option for the 
redevelopment area south of 50th/east of Rainbow could be made entirely into green 
space? 

09/19/2016 12:06pm 65.28.89.176 No additional suggestions.

09/24/2016 02:55pm 65.28.90.180
Keep the greenspace. 
Consider A with a new city hall in place of the mixed use development. 

09/28/2016 04:17pm 65.31.195.3 Park
09/24/2016 07:23pm 68.89.236.107 Park with children play area.

09/27/2016 06:43am 69.23.119.109
LEAVE CITY HALL WHERE IT IS.  WE DON'T NEED A NEW ONE.  LOW DENSITY 
RESIDENTIAL & INCREASED OPEN SPACES ONLY.

09/17/2016 08:42am 70.195.8.98 All residential - medium density.  New single family housing would be good

09/20/2016 08:10am 98.100.109.14

Honestly, I don't understand why there is a need to tear down the school. That small 
neighborhood school is the main reason that I live in Westwood. Without that unique 
feature the property values would go down. The homes are small and old.  It is the 
location and schools that make Westwood desirable.

I am not opposed to Medium density and low density housing but not at the expense of 
our great schools and high property value. Also I am not clear on why a new city hall is 
needed. 
None of these plans retain the school or our current city hall so I really can't "vote" for 
one.

09/28/2016 02:59pm 99.49.90.17 community center, dog park



LAND USE POLICIES

Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Comment
09/20/2016 07:31am 12.108.151.2 Great policies, no comments.
09/30/2016 09:37am 12.111.103.196 These all seem reasonable to me.
09/20/2016 06:53am 136.32.69.168 Tearing down houses on W. 47th Terrace is not a plan I support.  

10/01/2016 03:48pm 136.63.133.162
Please do not change density on streets that are currently low density. Again. This is in direct contradiction to the 
community votes from the public meetings 

09/17/2016 07:13am 136.63.139.80

1.12   
Do not allow high density multi family developments.  If we have town homes, let them be designed o fit in with our city.  
We do not need more apartments in our city.  Patio homes, small town homes for the people who would like to move out of 
their homes, but stay in the city. 
We need limits on size of rehabs and new housing. 

09/19/2016 12:46pm 162.238.219.211

1.1.. This is not reflected in the plans, actually just the opposite.
1.2   I moved to Westwood to get away from the urban feel so I don't agree that we have to accommodate people who want 
apts to live in that are owned by corporations who may not even have a stake in our Westwood community.
1.3. Past to current, rental house codes are being enforced but owner occupied are NOT. Owner occupied are not 
scrutinized same as rentals. I am a owner occupied, as well as have rentals. Many owner occupiers are being assumed to be 
rentsls when they are NOT, simply because of their dilapidated condition, causing residents to think that the rentsls are the 
problem when in fact it is the double standard applied to owner occupied vs non owner occupied.  
1.5.  See above statement. Sounds good but not been implemented. The owne occupied are the houses bringing down the 
value of the neighborhood.
1.7  They have not properly accounted for the increase in traffic due to just the one new mixed use building that has been 
built. Traffic samples that are being used are extremely outdated, and There is no was traffic will not be congested at 47th 
and Rainbow as well as the drive through between Woodside buildings which is my and Westwoods main corridor to the 
Plaza area. 
1.9. You do not define "in fill". Do you want lay persons to understand this or not?, 
1.10. This is exactly what is NOT happening in the current plans. It appears the plans for more urban feel and 
commercialization is being are being pushed more than the small town character. The plans currently would have the multi 
unit buildings and business comprise half the tax base for Westwood.  The commercializations and corporate takeover of 
Westwood see,s to be the priority of the powers that be. I understand the need for increase tax base, but these plans over 
build and favor commerce and short term apartment renters much more than other small cities around us. 
1.12.  The medium to high density is over represented in the plans. 
1.13. Buffering, screening and landscaping are not the only problems and issues needing to be addressed with multi unit 
buildings. And people living at these sites are NOT going to be long term settled residents of Westwood.  They will not 
benefit of have same level of committment to being part of Westood and they are NOT going to be a source of students for 
Westwood View. If they do have small children, they will be able to afford to move onto purchasing a their own homes with 
yards and where they can have dogs and entertain outdoors such as the other young families in Westwood. 
1.15. I'm assuming this means low traffic businesses, but you do not specify what you mean here. 

09/16/2016 02:17pm 169.147.254.135 Good ideals.
09/28/2016 06:55am 170.146.220.71 fyi, the page is blank and nothing to review unless I am missing something

09/30/2016 05:46am 204.118.135.32

Limit 1.12 in the existing single family low-density areas since there's already enough medium and high-density with the 
Wood-side Development.  

Limit street parking in low-density residential resulting from businesses on Rainbow Blvd..
48th Street suffers the most from this.  It's not fair.

09/30/2016 02:11pm 216.185.230.69 More transit!
09/20/2016 01:48pm 23.255.129.241 Please refrain from building medium-density residential in our lovely neighborhood.

09/20/2016 06:27pm 23.255.129.241

1.2 - omit. incompatible with 1.1. Saying one can do both is meaningless word play.

1.12 - really, we're still pushing this into the MASTER PLAN? You toads got it into the zoning code despite public outcry, so 
shut up about it already. All restrictions to this policy are already laid out in this section individually, so including a specific 
call for medium-density housing that is already allowed is just trolling.

09/30/2016 06:10am 23.255.136.241
I am not sure that adding medium-density zoning is consistent with the majority of these land use policies.  It adds traffic, 
reduces property value,  is inconsistent with the look of our homes, and is incompatible with surrounding properties.

09/19/2016 05:57pm 23.255.138.160
The city response has been clear time and time again. We do not want multi-family development. We do not want medium-
density residential areas intermingled with single-family residential. These residential policies disregard that feedback. This 
is the voice of the big money developers, not the voice of regular residents of Westwood. 

10/01/2016 07:14am 23.255.138.160
Stop giving away land to developers who will be gone with their money made while the city is left holding the bag. TIF is a 
joke and giving away our assets is a bad idea. Unless you're going to make a quick buck from it, which obviously SOMEONE 
is. 

10/01/2016 10:25am 23.255.138.160
DO NOT ALLOW MEDIUM TO HIGH DENSITY multi-family developments to occur. Residents have overwhelmingly said NO.  
Stop giving away the farm, literally. TIF's always underperform and leave the city footing the bill. We already have enough 
commercial space along rainbow and 47th.

10/01/2016 08:28pm 23.255.140.167
I only went to the first meeting.  I did not hear many people wanting a full range of housing options.  I am ok with having 
the  Woodside development.  Though, it is not an attractive high quality appearance.  But, no more medium to high density 
housing.

10/01/2016 08:38pm 23.255.140.167 No high-density or medium housing should be approved

09/29/2016 05:38pm 23.255.171.248
I don't know how changing single family homes to medium-high density residential is in keeping with the spirit of the 
mission statement. 

09/23/2016 02:55pm 23.255.186.243

I think that it's a terrible idea to add multi-family home areas.  There are a lot of renovations to houses and adding multi-
family homes will negatively impact those changes and the area.  We've rented  in Westwood for 3 years now and have 
loved every minute of it.  Our goal in the near future would be to buy a home here, but this change would absolutely make 
us change our mind. 

QUESTION: PLEASE REVIEW THE POLICIES AND PROVIDE COMMENTS



09/28/2016 10:39am 23.255.191.181
These policies fail to address land use coverage ratios for new development and the impact of storm-water run-off from 
increased development.  The City has an obligation to address storm-water runoff.

10/01/2016 07:41pm 23.255.191.75

1.12 - Remove high-density multi-family developments. This does not align with the feedback from the community meetings. 
Low-density single family developments is what community members want in our residential areas.
6.5 - Remove this. Lower speed limits and/or speed bumps/plates accomplish safety in the same manner if that is the true 
goal.

10/01/2016 08:17pm 23.255.191.75

Item 1.12 should be deleted. Medium and high-density multi-family developments DECREASE property value for 
homeowners and encourage hard working Westwood citizens to LEAVE the city. While the city may prosper financially 
from decisions like these, it is NOT in the best interest of Westwood residents. This kind of zoning should be left for 
property north of Westwood in KC, K.  Part of what attracts people to Westwood is that it is like the suburbs while being so 
close to the city. That does not mean they want the "city" in their city. If residents wanted an "urban feel" they would be 
living in KC, MO or KC, K or downtown. 

Delete 6.5. A one way street is NOT a solution for all narrow streets. Specifically, 47th Terrace has a very steep grade 
towards State Line. Whichever way the one-way is placed, travel in inclement weather would NOT be safe.   Putting speed 
humps can decrease speed on more trafficked streets to discourage cutting through. 

09/26/2016 09:52am 24.123.96.142

Westwood should remain single family homes on all residential streets.  On the streets up for rezoning to medium-density, 
there has been substantial investment to improving the houses, which has translated into much higher sale prices for the 
houses on these streets.  No need for sidewalks on streets that are too narrow for them without making the streets one-
ways.  On 48th Street and 47th Terrace between State Line and Rainbow especially, the city should make some alternative 
rules for set backs and building requirement.  These streets have smaller lots than some others in the neighborhood, and 
to improve the houses they need some variances from the overall city's codes.  Case in point - if you want to tear down a 
garage that is falling down, you should be able to replace it with a new one on the same footprint (stay the same amount 
out of compliance that the original one was).    No medium-density housing on any current residential street - landscaping 
and/or screening will not keep it from looking like a duplex, townhouse or apartment building.  Maybe we update our 
current parks, open spaces and recreational areas before we look at add more.  No one way streets in Westwood, especially 
on streets that have steep inclines on either end.  One way streets are a very bad idea.  If you want to slow down traffic on 
a narrow street, put in low grade speed bumps.  They have worked very well in Westwood Hills.

09/30/2016 02:41pm 24.123.96.142
Keep the character of Westwood with single-family homes.  Allow homes with smaller lots more leeway in building codes, 
so improvements can be made to these houses.  No medium-density housing in Westwood.  No need for any additional 
sidewalks on any streets.

09/30/2016 03:10pm 24.123.96.142

No medium-density housing in Westwood.  No one way streets in Westwood.  Relax building codes to allow for 
improvements to homes and get more homeowners within the city (less rentals), which will also bring more young families 
into the city and keep the enrollment up, so they will not have any reason to talk about closing the school because we 
don't have enough students in the area.

09/30/2016 03:35pm 24.123.96.142

Keep medium-density housing out of Westwood.  I don't care how nice they look it will compromise the look and feel of the 
neighborhood.

Encourage and make it easier for current residents to improve their property (already happening in the Annex).  

No additional sidewalks needed in Westwood.

09/18/2016 06:18pm 24.145.160.155 Looks good.

09/30/2016 10:14am 65.28.80.141

Some of these ideas are good. I am puzzled as to why they are not reflected in the plan described above and are not being 
followed now. For example, Woodside is injecting retail and hundreds of apartments into a single-family fabric. Property 
maintenance enforcement is dreadful.  Other ideas are silly, such as installing sidewalks on both sides of the street to 
encourage people to walk. That would be grotesquely and unnecessarily expensive, thereby making Westwood homes 
further beyond the reach of young families. Also, I have never seen a traffic jam on the sidewalk Westwood. Anyone who 
can't stagger across the street to get to the sidewalk isn't going to use the sidewalk anyway.  This is wholly incompatible 
with good environmental planning, since it will pave even more green space.  This appears to be yet another way to throw 
money at people in the development business such as the concrete contractors.

09/27/2016 03:19am 65.28.88.130
I don't agree with 1.2. It's way too vague. What kinds of housing is this referring to? This needs to be explained further.

I don't agree with 1.12. This should be completely removed!

09/19/2016 11:58am 65.28.89.176
1.12  I am not in favor of any further development that is not owner occupied when it comes to medium or high density 
projects.  I also believe that the lower the density the better unless a particular site can support a more dense 
arrangement.

09/24/2016 02:59pm 65.28.90.180

I am very against medium density housing in Westwood. We have had a survey that showed that Westwood residents 
nearly unanimously support single family housing. We do NOT want zoning that would permit townhomes or apartment 
buildings. These are out of character with our community and out of character with the improvements that have been 
occurring in our community including in the Westwood Annex.

09/19/2016 05:30pm 65.28.91.40

I feel that land use policies truly don't "protect" home owners. It is all about money.....big business.....I bought a house in 
this area due to the diversity of homes, retail, restaurants, location. I see the commercial development policies 
"encourage" new development.......I doubt is anyone on this street (47th terrace) wants to have our houses torn down so 
that someone can make a ton of money on apartments/townhomes, etc......The charm of this neighborhood is that these 
houses were built around 90 years ago, and have character. Why not keep the character of the neighborhood, along with 
the new apartments, stores, etc that are being built. Can't we have it all? 

09/17/2016 08:47am 70.195.8.98 In agreement with the ideas.  Need more single family stock with 3-4 bedrooms 



CHARACTER AREAS

Multiple entries or comments received from the same IP address are shaded in yellow.

Date Submitted IP Address Comment

09/30/2016 06:23am 107.77.85.97
I would not want to see more mid-urban commercial development in Westwood except 
along the 47th st corridor west of Belinder and at the Rainbow intersection. 

09/20/2016 07:31am 12.108.151.2
I agree with the plan to modify the character of the areas noted, it will be an 
improvement to the housing stock and fits the growth trends  of the area.

09/30/2016 09:38am 12.111.103.196
I think the areas that are marked as Mid-Urban Residential in many ways already are 
"Mid-Urban." I have no problems with this.

09/22/2016 06:27pm 136.32.69.168
No multi family structures!! this ruins the integrity of the neighborhood.  I dont want a 
bunch of apt folk making my house less valuable

09/23/2016 05:36pm 136.61.160.158

I don't want 47th Terrace and W 48th Street (annex streets) to be re-zoned to a higher 
density area. I fear living next door to a multi-family property will devalue my property 
and not complement the current character of the neighborhood. Homes should remain 
single family. However, it would be good if side, front and back setbacks were relaxed.  
With smaller setback requirements garages could inn some cases be placed in the rear 
of property rather than the front. New homes with prominent street-facing garages 
(snout houses), where garages dominate, sticking out in front of the house and all but 
hiding the front door and any windows, should be outlawed. They DO NOT complement 
the character of the neighborhood and we should discourage these types of homes 
from being built in the annex.

09/18/2016 01:51pm 136.63.133.162
I am a resident of the proposed 'mid-urban residential" development areas and oppose 
this change.  These areas should remain single-family homes as well. This is the 
preference of the entire community.

10/01/2016 03:48pm 136.63.133.162 Please do not add townhouses or apartments 

09/17/2016 07:24am 136.63.139.80
Small town homes in the annex would be an improvement and an asset to the city, but 
not large developments.  

09/25/2016 08:40pm 162.238.216.30

Maybe they should add a golf course in those areas! In all seriousness I have not heard 
any neighbor who would support this there is no win for the local home owners. Had we 
known this was the future plan we would have NEVER bought a home here and spent 
the money we did renovating it.  We were looking for a community, we moved from the 
plaza and we should have just stayed there if we wanted to rent or live in that 
environment.  It was not safe for our child and it will not be safe for others children.  We 
all walk and run the neighborhood I am just very sad to see that this is an actual 
proposed plan. 

09/19/2016 12:53pm 162.238.219.211

I moved to Wrstwood from midtown because I wanted the suburban feel even though it 
is close to amenities in midtown. I'd rather drive 5 minutes to midtown for the urban 
feel than have to live in it. What Westwood has to offer is that we are a suburban 
comfort and quiet but a quick drive without navigating lots of traffic to get to midtown. 

For the businesses, the quaint feel if smaller buildings or houses with character 
maintain the feel of a small town. Your mid urban proposal of new, multi story, multi 
purpose buildings are everywhere and continue to be the trend. What we can make as 
our sellng point is a quiet, calm, peaceful, quaint break from the urban and 
commetcialized look. Why lose our unique character and the reasons we all moved here 
go begin with? 

09/16/2016 01:56pm 169.147.254.135 Sub Urban Commerical
09/30/2016 05:47am 204.118.135.32 Agree

09/30/2016 02:06pm 216.185.230.69

Like many I've spoken to, I disagree with more medium density housing in Westwood.

This plan will undermine investment as individual homeowners choose not to improve 
their homes which have been identified as bait for developers. 

If the only value of their home is it's lot, why invest in upkeep?

I oppose this plan. Please amend it for single-family homes only.

QUESTION: PLEASE REVIEW THE CHARACTER AREAS AND PROVIDE COMMENTS.



09/20/2016 06:31pm 23.255.129.241

The intended change of belinder ct, booth, and adams at 47th plus 48th st to state line 
into medium density residential is a shocker. These are some of the only affordable 
single family homes in the shawnee mission east school area. Sure, population will jump 
if you cram even more people in there, but at the cost of economic diversity. 

09/30/2016 06:11am 23.255.136.241
I'm not in favor of mid-urban residential development on the former WWV site.  Not at 
all.  I think it might be more appropriate near City Hall. 

09/24/2016 08:33pm 23.255.137.201 Please re-consider the addition of mid-urban, medium density housing.

09/19/2016 06:03pm 23.255.138.160

Just trying to do away with the 'character ' of dog patch, eh? 47th Terrace and 48th are 
in your sights. Pretty transparent. You show condos and a very large residential 
dwelling with a 5 car garage as an example of mid-urban residential? Help me 
understand why someone with 3k square feet and a 5 car garage is going to want to 
build and live next to apartments and condos? And just watch their housing value go 
down once Westwood loses it's popularity contest in 5 years to the next big thing? Well, 
neither do I. 

10/01/2016 07:16am 23.255.138.160
Single family, singable family, single family, single family, Westwood view and single 
family. How many times do residents have to say this? Our city is not your ATM 
machine. 

10/01/2016 10:07am 23.255.138.160

These are scattered, generic and animosity causing developments.  If you want to 
develop an existing commercially-zoned and underperforming area: start  
redevelopment at 4730 Rainbow.  Its an underperforming, outdated mini-mall of the 
kind being razed for mixed-use, high-rise apartments with street-edged restaurants and 
utilititarian businesses.  That would create a district-feel between the barber shop & 
restaurant with the sushi spot and whatever across the street.  Assure the current 
tenants placement in the new locations.  This sort of density is truly attractive, enticing 
and mid-urban.  Scattered placement in former residential areas creates animosity and 
transient usage.  You've got a mistake in characterizing mid-urban areas as containing 
'character.'  The character to be found in Westwood is in the Annex, the school and in 
the Park.  Mid-Urban Residential have high-turnover and are their prospects have no 
interest to long-term residents of Kansas City's historic neighborhoods.   Those 
residents own homes, improve them and raise kids and don't party and cause problems 
for Westwood PD.  

10/01/2016 08:28pm 23.255.140.167 No more medium to high density housing, please.  
10/01/2016 08:28pm 23.255.140.167 No more medium to high density housing, please.  

09/28/2016 08:18am 23.255.144.144

2200 w 48th St Westwood KS 66206 the Beer family is against you medium density 
housing plan. We want single family homes.  We want the ability to combine lots. We 
want a 15 mph speed limit on 47th ter and 48th st with speed bumps on both streets. 
We would like infrastructure. Sidewalks, signage, and bettter on street lighting. The 
traffic is already becoming a huge problem. Your plan for medium density housing 
would take away from the over character of the neighborhood, cause serious safety 
issues for the children, and create parking and driving congestion. I would also like to 
add that on a morality level your extension master plans make the city and developers 
look greedy, instead of caring about the families, charm, and craftsmanship on our 
streets. Speaking of craftsmenship and aesthetics's your prefab modern designs in 
architecture choice is dumbing down the current arechiture in the community. You 
really should consult with firms like eldorado inc eldo.us or zahner. There is a 
postmodern solution that would work better for our city rather than throwing up cheap 
modern boxes that fill hole lots with no yards. The flora and fauna in our city is what 
also makes us unique. Thank you for your consideration. The Beers. 

09/29/2016 05:45pm 23.255.171.248

This looks like a great plan, just change the orange areas to yellow. You know, to 
"Conserve current community character." As far as the mid-urban commercial 
properties, just look at how the health food store and Bread and Butter pulled out.  I 
don't have a lot of confidence in this developer.

09/25/2016 01:42pm 23.255.173.36

I am adamantly AGAINST rezoning  for multi-family on the designated blocks! If anyone 
has driven down W. 47th Terr or 48th Street recently they will see houses being rebuilt, 
new owners updating exiting house and continued improvements. Home values would 
crash (they have been rising as my taxes reflect). Also - when visiting, please let me 
know which residents will need to drive DOWN the hill to State Line in the snow and ice 
and which residents will need to drive UP the hill during a snow storm. One way streets 
would be very dangerous! I have not seen anyone having a problem driving down my 
street OR walking down my street to the park at the end. PLEASE do not make these 
changes!!!!



09/23/2016 03:01pm 23.255.186.243

I think that the ideas of multi-family homes and changing the streets to one way are 
ridiculous.  I fail to see how these changes are thought to truly improve Westwood as a 
city.  I don't typically look at an area and think to myself, if only there were more diverse 
buildings... The park that is in existence is lovely and adds charm to this neighborhood.   
Best to leave great things alone and Westwood is great. 

09/23/2016 05:15am 23.255.186.243

No! My wife and I have lived in Westwood the past 3 years and have fell in love with the 
charm of the city. We both strongly feel the master plan is a TERRIBLE idea. We live on 
W 47th Terr and this will greatly decrease the property value of our home. Westwood 
needs to protect single family homes in this community.

Again, the one way street and new intersection is completely unnecessary and another 
awful proposal. If the Master Plan was approved, there is a good chance we will start 
looking for a new place to live.

09/28/2016 10:46am 23.255.191.181
Residents are somewhat surprised by the scale of the Phase I development.  I would 
suggest that it's a story too high and urge the City to regulate the height of any 
additional urban commercial to three versus four stories.

10/01/2016 07:48pm 23.255.191.75

We are directly impacted by the 'Mid-urban' definition, and if this is changed we will 
move from the city of Westwood. Over 6 homeowners have moved from the area on 
47th terrace between Rainbow and Stateline in the past 6 months. Even the prospect of 
the city going in this direction is in fact driving homeowners from the area, not retaining 
them and growing property values which is outlined as the "goal."

10/01/2016 08:28pm 23.255.191.75

As mentioned in the comments in a different section, this "mid-urban" residential feel is 
NOT WHAT residents of Westwood desire and NOT WHY THEY MOVED HERE in the first 
place. This will no doubt DECREASE property value for homeowners and encourage 
hard working Westwood citizens to LEAVE the city. While the city may prosper 
financially from decisions like these, it is NOT in the best interest of Westwood 
residents. This kind of zoning should be left for property north of Westwood in KC, K 
closer to KU MED.  Part of what attracts people to Westwood is that it is like the suburbs 
while being so close to the city. That does not mean they want the "city" in their city. If 
residents wanted an "urban feel" or your "mid-urban" crap they would be living in KC, 
MO or KC, K or downtown.  If this happens, expect many homeowners to flee to other 
nearby cities that respect the current residents and do not allow this zoning. But that's 
probably exactly what the city wants so they can buy up the properties and do what 
they want with them... as is evidence by the infuriating line "some existing residential 
properties closer to Rainbow may NEED to be incorporated into commercial 
redevelopment projects in order to provide sufficient land areas for new commercial 
use" .  And this one is equally infuriating... "Due to the small lots, denser residential 
development should be encouraged. There is an opportunity to develop some properties 
into townhouse to maximize the use of the lots" Some people are just fine with their lot 
sizes and some have double lots!! 

Time and energy should be focused on revitalizing current commercially zoned areas, 
which are in desperate need of an update.

09/23/2016 02:14pm 23.255.204.66

Multi Family Zoning seems like a slippery slope. I don't like the idea of investors coming 
in and getting a foothold in the neighborhood for large scale development. Westwood 
has amazing character homes that should be the focus of the neighborhood. I love that 
Westwood is a true neighborhood tucked within the urban core of KC. With multi family 
developments going in all over town, I'd like to see Westwood stay focused on families 
and single family homes. 



09/26/2016 10:03am 24.123.96.142

No medium-density housing on any streets in Westwood.  I live on 48th Street, and it is 
finally seeing some forward momentum in the way of more owners (less rentals), 
houses being fixed up, houses being flipped, houses being torn down and new houses 
built on the existing lot in line with the city's building codes.  The houses that have been 
fixed up, have been sold for double what houses in the neighborhood sold for 3 years 
ago.  There have been several sold for $200K+ (no tear downs, all existing homes that 
have been remodeled).  Also, do you know the picture of what you have as an example 
of the Annex medium-density housing (gray house) is actually a single family home 
currently on the street?  The person that lives in that house is currently building a new 
house on our street (almost complete) and is about to tear down another and build a 
new home on that lot.  Also, medium-density housing will not help keep Westwood 
View's enrollment numbers up.  Single family homes will be much more attractive for 
young families than duplexes, condos, apartments or townhouse, which will be more 
attractive to young singles and/or older empty nesters.  In addition, the Woodside 
development will offer living options for people who do not want to maintain a property 
or yard.   

09/30/2016 02:44pm 24.123.96.142

Take any orange on this map off!  No medium-density housing in Westwood.  You will kill 
the positive improvements currently going on in these streets if you allow townhouses, 
duplexes, apartments or condos to be intermingled with single family homes.  It will also 
not help school enrollment.  It will in fact hurt it by not attracting young families to the 
area.

09/30/2016 03:13pm 24.123.96.142

Keep character areas and all areas of Westwood single-family houses.  Townhouses, 
duplexes, apartments and/or condos would make any street they are on look trashy.  if 
you don't think so, go over to West Plaza and look at the streets with mixed use housing 
(single family, apartments and townhouses).   It is not attractive and makes it look like 
the street has multiple personalities (I don't mean this in a good way).

09/30/2016 03:35pm 24.123.96.142
Keep character areas and all areas in Westwood single -family homes.  No medium-
density houses within the city.

09/18/2016 06:22pm 24.145.160.155
I think the commercial photos are misleading. The Lulu's coffee shop aside, no way the 
Cancer Center site, or even the rest of 47th St. will look like that.  I think Brookside, 
Waldo, Crestwood might be somewhat better.

09/30/2016 10:19am 65.28.80.141

It is ludicrous to suggest that we will have a full spectrum of housing in Westwood, or 
would even want that. It is a single-family neighborhood of small to moderate-sized 
homes, and should stay that way. You cannot possibly cram various housing options 
into such a small area without injecting incompatibility and removing any possible 
buffers. For example, parts of this plan already envision apartment creep across 
Rainbow. Also, it is hard to imagine whoever thought adding hundreds of apartments to 
Westwood was consistent with its character, consistent with a quiet and peaceful 
environment, or a good idea in any way, shape, or form. If people wanted to live in 
Midtown, they would.This is a hodgepodge vision, which is really no vision at all.

09/23/2016 01:50pm 65.28.80.71
Strongly AGAINST new zoning for multi-family residences. 
Strongly AGAINST one-way streets, particularly on 47th Terrace.
Please reconsider this.

09/27/2016 03:22am 65.28.88.130

It should read Suburban--one word. I don't appreciate the word Urban being 
emphasized. We are a small town! Under Sub-Urban, delete "higher density 
development areas." I do not support that at all!
In Mid-Urban, delete apartments, townhomes, and residential redevelopment projects!

09/30/2016 09:07pm 65.28.88.174

Westwood should remain Sub-Urban residential. That is the charm  and draw to our 
community.  
Mid-Urban would increase the number of non owners in Westwood.
Would this allow for eminent domain? This would adversely effect those who want to 
remain in their home and in Westwood.
What is the upside to this type of redevelopment??
My vote would be NO to Mid-Urban development.

09/19/2016 12:06pm 65.28.89.176 no comment

09/24/2016 03:02pm 65.28.90.180

We do not need medium density housing in Westwood. Families coming to Westwood are 
increasingly interested in smaller lots with relatively straightforward upkeep. They are 
not looking to share walls with others. 
Westwood residents have spoken and are strongly in favor of continuing the tradition of 
single family homes in Westwood. Please do not rezone Westwood for townhomes and 
apartments. 



09/26/2016 05:24pm 65.28.91.170

I am a homeowner at 2003 W 47th Terr in the annex area.  I am a physician at KU and 
have recently purchased my renovated home here.  The area is being heavily renovated 
now, drawing in young families and coming more into communion with the character of 
the rest of the Westwood community.  It would be a shame for all the effort already put 
into the area as two houses have been completely rennovated for single family homes, 
another is underway and two others down the road have been improved and put on the 
market.  47th Terr as a street is dramatically increasing its property value at this point.  
While I do understand the purpose of higher-density residential areas in order to 
increase the urban feel and attract more new members to the area, overall I feel it will 
detract from the neighborhood's property value.   It will cause a mixture in the annex 
area of single family homes of lesser value and scattered low cost apartments and 
converted duplex homes.  It will likely not achieve the goal of becoming a cohesive 
urban area and it will severely impact the property value of the existing residents.  

In regards to street changes, a one-way street change would potentially be hazardous in 
the winter with the steep incline off of state line onto 47th Terr.  It would compromise 
the ease of travel and safety of the residents.  One of the biggest attractions to the 
annex area in particular is its prime location close to the plaza, Westwood park, KUMC, 
and Westport and to not have two-way traffic on the street would hinder a lot of the 
convenience that comes with the location currently.  

I appreciate your time and attention.  
Sincerely,
Nicholas Isom

09/26/2016 05:29pm 65.28.91.170

I think putting town-homes or apartments would greatly decrease property values. I do 
not see how this would be a benefit. Turning streets into one ways or adding sidewalks 
along these roads are unnecessary. Funds and time could be used best elsewhere. 
Making this area a multi-home area would hurt property values and take away from 
what this area is starting to become.

09/19/2016 05:36pm 65.28.91.40
I would like to "conserve current community character" between Rainbow and State 
Line on 47th Terr.  We are already  going to have a parking garage and apartments right 
behind us. 

09/28/2016 04:18pm 65.31.195.3 Be prepared to show the origin of this concept.

10/01/2016 09:16pm 65.31.198.230

Currently Westwood east of Rainbow is undergoing significant revitalization. Much is 
made of the smaller lot sizes precluding improvements/investments as single family 
homes. This is obviously not the case. There are issues with working within the 
notoriously stringent zoning regulations that should be look at but multifamily housing 
is not the answer.  It doesn't mix well with single family housing, has a lower square foot 
cost (meaning lower property values) and is unlikely to attract families with kids that 
will help strengthen Westwood View's justification. It is already dicey given the schools 
age and the recent rebuilds of neighboring schools capable of handling much larger 
enrollments. Much is made of Westwood's charm and it is true but central to this charm 
is the draw of the school. Lose this school and everyone will suffer due to declining 
property values, if the result is SMSD realigns the boundaries and Westwood no longer 
feeds in SM East.  

Secondary, under this plan, it is desired that  48 st and 47 terr become  one way streets. 
As someone that has lived on and traveled these streets for 17 years, this idea should be 
scrapped, as it can be extremely hazardous to navigate either street at Stateline rd in 
the winter.

Currently on 48 st there are three houses that have undergone investments which were 
previously rentals and should now be valued at or above 300k as single family homes. 
On 47 terr there are three remodels of rentals that are now going to be owner occupied 
and valued similarly. If goal is to revitalize Westwood East of rainbow, then that is 
already occurring.  As someone that is considering improvements to our own property, 
this plan is very likely to give us great pause if it is approved.

09/26/2016 09:06am 66.64.123.74
NO to the new zoning for multi-family residences! 

NO to dangerous one way streets!!



10/01/2016 09:45am 68.102.231.177

 It is my understanding that a real estate developer on the committee is buying up 
properties on 47th Terrace. Is this mid urban plan a grant to the developers who want 
to evict home owners to build and profit. This should be made clear to the 
neighborhoods and citizens. The presence and character of individual homes should be 
preserved.

09/27/2016 06:40am 69.23.119.109

NO TO NEW ZONING FOR MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENCES.  THIS AREA IS ALREADY 
CONGESTED AND WITH MULTI-FAMILY, IT WILL ONLY INCREASE TRAFFIC & 
CONGESTION. THE NEW WOODSIDE PROJECT IS ALREADY OVERWHELMING THE AREA.  
WE DON'T WANT TO BECOME OVERLAND PARK!!!  PLUS ABSENT PROPERTY OWNERS 
ARE NOT AS GOOD NEIGHBORS & DON'T CARE AS MUCH BECAUSE THEY DON'T LIVE 
THERE. MULTI-FAMILY HOMES LEAD TO LOWER PROPERTY VALUES.  KEEP OUR 
VALUES.   NO TO DANGEROUS ONE-WAY STREETS AS WELL.  WINTER WEATHER WILL 
BE DISASTEROUS IF THESE CHANGES ARE MADE.  

09/17/2016 08:48am 70.195.8.98 Nice summary 

09/22/2016 08:58pm 99.198.252.11

I have lived on 48th street between Rainbow and State Line for 35 years.  48th street 
currently has two new houses under construction, one new house recently built and at 
least two new houses in the planning stage. All new homes built without tax payers 
assistance.  
Rezoning these two blocks to multi-family residences is not about community 
development.  Community development is already happening.  It has the appearance of 
hidden agenda, probably major developers making a lot of money.  (With tax payer 
assistance to be discussed later, I bet).  The community clearly desires single-family 
homes.  So why go in this direction? 
Changing the street to one way is not a good idea. During the winter it is impossible to 
make it up either 48th or 47th street from State Line.  
The width of these streets are the same width as other streets in Westwood.  A previous 
mayor has stated the concern is density.  Apartments and multifamily dwellings will only 
add to the density.
Sidewalks were discussed and ruled out over 30 years ago due to cost and 
disagreement over which side of the street they should be placed. The cost of paying for 
the sidewalks will put many residence at a financial disadvantage. 
It was a point of discussion many years ago to condemn these two blocks, bulldoze and 
redevelop.  I have spoken to neighbors who feel the westwoodmasterplan is a covert 
way to achieve that end.  



OPPORTUNITY AREAS
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09/30/2016 06:28am 107.77.85.97

Obviously the Annex had become the most widely discussed area. While I am not fully opposed to medium density housing in that area, I believe 
current homeowners are. I respect their desire to keep it single family. 
However- changes have to be made to the streetscapes in that area to make it feel more like the rest of Westwood. There's far too much on street, 
and in yard, parking. There are no sidewalks and it's too dark.  For this area to feel cohesive with the rest of Westwood we should consider all options 
for cleaning up the look of this neighborhood. Currently I'd rather walk two blocks farther south and go through Westwood Hills. 

09/20/2016 07:33am 12.108.151.2
Developing an improved Westwood park in conjunction with a new Westwood view elementary school is an ideal outcome that should be sought.  
Moving the school to the Entercom site opens up possibilities for ideal 'highest and best use' redevelopment of both sites.

09/30/2016 09:40am 12.111.103.196
I like all of these, with the exception of the four possibilities for the current elementary site. I think that having these four options makes it seem like 
these are the only four options. 

09/16/2016 07:20pm 136.61.160.158

Regarding Rainbow Boulevard: 
As mentioned Rainbow is the gateway to our community. But the current design says that if you aren't in a car, you aren't important. The crosswalk 
with flashing lights near Shawnee Mission intersection is dangerous and I see pedestrians dodging cars there often. This is because cars haven't been 
trained to share the space with humans and dominate  this stretch of roadway. Nearer to 48th, and where the retail and commercial areas start, 
special attention is needed. Parking needs to be redistributed (including on street parking which helps slow down traffic,) sidewalks widened, 
storefronts oriented toward the street, median strips and curb extensions employed, especially at crosswalks. The overall design should include non-
motorized forms of travel such as walking and biking and not just cars.
I disagree with the statement that the traffic count makes it "not conducive" to accommodate bike lanes. Much busier roads have successfully been 
narrowed and/or redesigned to make the space safer for walkers and bikers. Also, it is a misconception that road narrowing, street calming, bike 
lanes, etc. are non-fundable. USDOT and FHWA are big supporters of active transportation. See   https://www.transportation.gov/safer-people-safer-
streets AND see   http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/misconceptions.cfm
TAP is popular for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure but it's not the only source of funds.  Pedestrian and bicycle projects are eligible for FHWA 
funding through the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program, the Surface Transportation Program, the Highway Safety 
Improvement Program, the National Highway Performance Program, and Federal Lands and Tribal Transportation Programs. Funding is also 
available from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) through Capital Funds and Associated Transit Improvement.  
All of these funding sources should have been fully investigated before such a statement was made public. Statements like these stop discussion cold 
because most people will assume them to be true and won't dig further.  
Finally, just because Rainbow is a state highway doesn't mean it must be dominated by cars at the expense of  pedestrians and cyclists. There are 
countless examples of Main streets (downtowns) that are also state highways where the space is shared by both humans and autos. 
While they may pose special challenges, they are places, in addition to thoroughfares, and should be treated as such. It's important that we not let the 
state highway function take over the main street/downtown function. A lot of what is repeated or assumed about DOT and other higher up agencies 
isn't true. Before we close the book on making Rainbow Blvd a friendly, human-scaled place, I would like to see the source documents and not some 
engineer's interpretation, assumption or opinion of the documents.  

09/18/2016 03:32pm 136.61.160.158

Westport Annex - Infill residential development on streets with higher densities like these shouldn't be held to the same regulations, codes and 
setbacks as suburban sites. Imposing these regs would not respect the character of the neighborhood. Houses could have first floor garages with up 
to two and a half stories of living space above. Buildings could stretch from one side of the lot to the other with minimal setbacks.  Building fronts 
could be pushed closer toward the street to give an urban, town house or row-house feel, similar those of San Francisco. Variances should be 
approved with no delays on all projects that complement the neighborhood.

09/18/2016 03:36pm 136.61.160.158

Westport Annex - Infill residential development on streets with higher densities like these shouldn't be held to the same regulations, codes and 
setbacks as suburban sites. Imposing these regs would not respect the character of the neighborhood. Houses could have first floor garages with up 
to two and a half stories of living space above. Buildings could stretch from one side of the lot to the other with minimal setbacks.  Building fronts 
could be pushed closer toward the street to give an urban, town house or row-house feel, similar those of San Francisco. Variances should be 
approved with no delays on all projects that complement the neighborhood.

09/20/2016 04:01pm 136.61.160.158
"The traffic counts of Rainbow are over 10,000 vehicles per day and because of these higher counts bike lanes are not conducive. " How about this: 
Let's not allow DOT or any other state or federal agency to tell us how to layout our town. And let's not let DOT use a one size fits all approach to one 
of the most important roads in our community. See this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9BUyWVg1xI  

10/01/2016 03:48pm 136.63.133.162 Please do not add apartments or townhouses.

09/17/2016 07:22am 136.63.139.80
Do we have a say in the outcome of the Entercom property if the SMSD  owns the property?  The future traffic problems and density would
 bother the neighbors.   
We need the existing park space where it is located or at the Entercom property.  

09/25/2016 06:08pm 136.63.140.170
I hope that this school will be able to meet the needs of our community for generations to come. Most importantly, I hope that it has excellent open 
green space, which helps children with ADHD.

09/19/2016 01:37pm 162.238.219.211

I had hoped the Entercom property would become a new centralized park away from noisy and dangerous traffic of Rainbow.  
    Hoping city hall stays where it is but looks like it is marked as mixed commercial use. I think it is a mistake to make our main entrance and exit from 
the neighborhood become a congestion of traffic and businesses.  Westwood is too small an area to have do much land committed to multi unit 
housing and out of state corporate and business interests. 

09/16/2016 02:03pm 169.147.254.135
As long as the developers construct a elementary school which looks and fits in well with the community is fine. this community is big on family 
wanting  good neighborhood yet not to big losing the " hometomn/smalltown feeling, I believe this would bring more families to this area and also 
creating a community center beside this school would also be beneficial.

09/28/2016 06:56am 170.146.220.71 you have nothing i can look at

09/30/2016 05:52am 204.118.135.30
No way on the Farmer's Market......Do something that raises the aesthetic of the area and causes properties to the north and NE (KCK)  to 
redevelop/upgrade.

09/30/2016 02:11pm 216.185.230.69 More bike lanes. Use any tool available to slow down and limit traffic. Traffic will find another pattern if our streets are slow enough.

09/20/2016 06:38pm 23.255.129.241

Move the school onto entercom, that's fine. Ensure there is a large enough circle to avoid street overflow. Move city hall to 5050 rainbow and expand 
joe d dennis park onto the school property, possibly up to the new booth extension or to rear property lines  of R1 on that street. Turn 4700 rainbow 
into whatever you want; it's right there on the corner at what will be a popular intersection on a state highway. Go to town. Do not mess with the 
annex. Part of the charm of westwood is the economic diversity. If you try to replace inexpensive, smaller homes with brand new apartments and 
townhomes, you will be undoing that. The rent for a place like that can easily double or triple the cost of a mortgage on those streets.

09/30/2016 06:16am 23.255.136.241
I am in favor of a new school on the Entercom site, and of turning the current school and Church site into public space--I would like to see space for 
our community to come together.  If City Hall is moved to this site, it can be done so that it sits to one side, with the remainder of the park and open 
space unobstructed.

09/19/2016 06:07pm 23.255.138.160 No medium density residential in these areas. Community gathering spaces are preferred. 

10/01/2016 07:22am 23.255.138.160

You know it's not a secret the brother of the woodside developer bought six parcels next to entercom right? Does that seem right? Buying up land 
and houses while you quietly put the first nail in the coffin for rezoning so your investment blossoms just in time? The committee member  who owns 
the McMansion in the medium density example picture is on the committee and has just bought up a large corner lot with a house and a smaller lot 
and a house adjacent to each other and his property. Is it supposed to be a shock when he gets the rezoning he's looking for down the road? You are 
putting forth these proposals against residents feedback so committee members can feather their own nests with condos and apartments. That's not 
what residents have said they want. 

QUESTION: PLEASE REVIEW THE OPPORTUNITY AREAS AND PROVIDE COMMENTS.



10/01/2016 09:42am 23.255.138.160

Westwood Annex is organizing around their opposition to this outcome.  Their opposition overwhelms your propositions.  You propositions are of little 
incentive to our interests.  Our interests & home investments are of equal and higher value to your intersts and  large-scale plans.  We are here, your 
outcomes are unwelcome. Westwood Annex doesn't want our homes and our investments in our homes characterized as 'old' and of 'low value.'  We 
live on a residential street, it is not for quick transit between State Line and Rainbow, but for people to drive into their homes.  The urban home ideal 
here an in other parts of town do not include garage-dominated houses; 'snout houses.'  This ideal is very attractive and home values on 47th Terr are 
rising for this reason and many others.  Westwood is late to the soft loft and condo development.  Alot of younger professionals have tried this 
lifestyle, outgrown it, and decided a 1-2 bedroom on a small lot is ideal for their active, small family's lifestyle.  Stakeholders & officials who know the 
Annex's people and don't only write the blocks off as opportunities, they know this.  Also, anyone with a keener eye on Kansas City know that a 
neighborhood of this style is popular and highly valued by homebuyers whom have dealt with impersonal, crowded, high-traffic medium-density 
experiences.   They are earning money and looking for a small property to live within and a community to grow.  This grassroots effort is truly 
attractive and sustainable to future-residents whom truly invest in a community, which create a strong city.  Generic medium density housing does 
not.  

09/19/2016 05:18am 23.255.142.59 I would like to see one of these sites become a community center like Syvester Powell.

09/24/2016 09:28am 23.255.148.51

The Westport Annex (and the rest of Westwood , for that matter )should remain single family housing. I live in the annex and have been seeing new 
single family homes being built and 
improvements in existing ones.   I feel that easing the requirements and helping current Annex residents is a better way to go and goes along with 
what Westwood is about.  
I also don't agree with a change to one way streets.  We already have parking on only one side and the current conditions encourage drivers to have 
to slow down and not speed through out neighborhood.  47th Terrace is already in danger of becoming a "cut through street' with the new shops and 
apartments coming in.
In the winter, the hills make going east to State Line a dangerous choice when the roads are slick.  
Making changes to the zoning was one thing when we were talking about current property that was non-residential. Now we are discussing changing 
neighborhoods.  We have not yet seen how well that change is going to effect the city and shouldn't even consider any zoning changes in any other 
part of the city until we see the results.
Entercom property: I don't live near it but please consider using some or all of it for a park. Pocket parks like Westwood Park across State Line and R 
Park in Roeland Park  provide a wonderful place for residents toenjoy.  Green space is important in  Northeast Johnson County.

09/29/2016 05:48pm 23.255.171.248 A new school would be great.

09/29/2016 06:27pm 23.255.171.248

as an 8 yr resident of Westwood, I am adamantly opposed to the plan for medium density housing in ANY part of Westwood. Anything other than 
single family homes in our small community is detrimental to the community by lowering property values and taking away from Westwood's quiet 
charm. It saddens me that the city places the interests of developers and their eye for profit over their own neighbors. if there was a plan for 
townhouses or apartments on your street, what would your reaction be? NO to medium density in the annex!!

09/25/2016 01:44pm 23.255.173.36
I know people are very concerned about the Entercom Property - once again the multi-family structures are not welcomed. Westwood is a family 
friendly, single homes, green space and safe neighborhood. 

10/01/2016 08:05pm 23.255.191.75

I live in the Westport annex area, and am considering further development of our property. I will wait until the decision on this is made. If the changes 
outlined go into effect, we will move from the city of Westwood. Deceiving terminology is used in this documentation. Citing 'increased property 
value'. While rezoning and creating higher density or commercial property produces more income, thus allowing for the use of the term 'increased 
property value' it does not actually produce higher property value for single family homes. Homes closer to transient traffic are lower in value, and 
less desirable to those wanting to live in a residential community. The plan for the westport annex area should focus on supporting the current 
community, not purchasing properties to create 'cut through' streets and re-zoning the community to attract a transient population. The plan 
outlined creates a favorable environment for the city to utilize imminent domain to take properties from citizens to sell to higher revenue clients. This 
will attract lower income clients and result in higher income clients seeking other communities outside of the city of Westwood.

10/01/2016 08:33pm 23.255.191.75
I do not think that different "housing stock" should be placed in this area/incentivized.  I think the city would most benefit from turning this  into 
single family residential housing and offering newer homes. I do not think civic offices should utilize such a desirable inner property area. Civic offices 
should be located in the perimeter of the city off of major roads.   

10/01/2016 08:58pm 23.255.191.75

Entercom property: I suggest single family residential in this HIGHLY desirable inner property. Civic offices should not be placed on such desirable 
land and should be reserved for the perimeter of the city on busy roads. Absolutely NO to higher density housing in this area. 
Westwood View: Location remains ideal for school. Would prefer renovation of this current structure rather than re-location to the intercom site.
5050 Rainbow: Expand the park and ideally make a dog park. Civic offices and commercial development along Rainbow are options.
Westwood City Hall: since the city seems to be after more money and commercial development, why not sell this prime corner spot across from 
woodside for new commercial use and NOT TAKE RESIDENTIAL HOMES FROM HARDWORKING CITIZENS and NOT turn residential areas into 
commercial use
47th St: I think traffic will significantly increase when the woodside project is completed and people move in. I think  making this from a 4 lane to 2 
lane will NOT BE A GOOD MOVE and will be terrible for traffic flow. The only reason they want more street parking is because of the HIGH DENSITY 
housing that was created at woodside. If parking is an issue, they need to make more parking garages on THEIR PROPERTY.  We don't have enough 
bike traffic for bike lanes and where are they really going to anyway?  Rainbow won't have them.
RAINBOW BLVD:  Commercial development should be restricted to the 5050 rainbow property, the current commercially zoned ares and the current 
Westwood City Hall. I am deeply offended by the statement " There is an opportunity to extend similar developments accent to Woodside Village 
development closer to 47th St. which MAY REQUIRE ACQUISITION OF SOME PROPERTIES IN THE WESTPORT ANNEX AREA.  This is not in the spirit of 
Westwood. This is catering to Woodside and is more like property north of Westwood. This is NOT what people of Westwood moved to this city to live 
by.  Again, if this was what people wanted, they would live in URBAN AREAS, not in the little "suburban gem" that is Westwood today where you have 
the best of both worlds with the suburbs and location right next to the city.
WESTPORT ANNEX:  A one way street on W. 47th Terrace would just be plain DANGEROUS due to the steep grade towards State Line. No matter 
which direction the one-way is made, travel would be unsafe in inclement weather. I believe residents along these streets would rather allow an 
easement in their front yards to widen the street or offer sidewalks over this terrible one-way plan. A mid block cut through would then be 
UNNECESSARY and thus would prevent the city from obtaining more homes from this area. 
Your current plan will no doubt DECREASE property value for homeowners and encourage hard working Westwood citizens to LEAVE the city. While 
the city may prosper financially from decisions like these, it is NOT in the best interest of Westwood residents. This kind of zoning should be left for 
property north of Westwood in KC, K closer to KU MED.  Part of what attracts people to Westwood is that it is like the suburbs while being so close to 
the city. That does not mean they want the "city" in their city. If residents wanted an "urban feel" or your "mid-urban" crap they would be living in KC, 
MO or KC, K or downtown.  If this happens, expect many homeowners to flee to other nearby cities that respect the current residents and do not allow 
this zoning. But that's probably exactly what the city wants so they can buy up the properties and do what they want with it... as is evidenced by the 
infuriating line "some existing residential properties closer to Rainbow may NEED to be incorporated into commercial redevelopment projects in 
order to provide sufficient land areas for new commercial use" .  And this one is equally infuriating... "Due to the small lots, denser residential 
development should be encouraged. There is an opportunity to develop some properties into townhouse to maximize the use of the lots" Some 
people are just fine with their lot sizes and some have double lots!! 
Imagine the parking problems that you are going to create with your re-zoning with higher density housing on a narrow street?  Does this make sense 



09/26/2016 11:48am 24.123.96.142

Priority to keep Westwood View open and off the SMSD radar for schools to close.  Whether Westwood View stays in its current location or moves to 
the Entercom property site, it is important for the neighborhood to keep all of Westwood single family homes.  On 48th Street between Rainbow and 
State Line, there are currently 8 houses that have children either elementary school age or soon to be elementary school age.  For a school as small 
as WWV, this is a substantial number and needs to be maintained by not allowing medium-density housing on any streets within Westwood.  I think 
keeping the park and even converting the church into a community center will be a plus for the neighborhood.  We have less space than most Prairie 
Village parks, so what we do with the space needs to fit the look and feel of the neighborhood.  I'm not sure we need to be relocating City Hall.  I don't 
think the building is that old or in disrepair.  I think we should wait and see if the Woodside development is successful before we start adding more 
mixed-use development to the mix of the city.  We don't need vacant retail space.  I think we just got most of city's retail space filled within the last 
year or so.  In regards to 47th Street, I think the improvements with the restaurants, Neightborhood Market, etc. have been great.  I don't really see 
any need to add parking to the street.  I like that it is 2-lanes each direction, so you don't get backed up with people turning.  Bike lanes are nice in 
theory, but I don't think they will add anything to the neighborhood.  I'd rather have 2 lanes of traffic in each direction than 1-lane of traffic and a bike 
lane.  I live in the "Westport Annex" (which is a term I find very offensive).  Those two streets are as much Westwood as any other in the 
neighborhood.  In reference to keeping residents, on 48th Street there are at least 8 of us that have been there 18+ years.  The two streets in the 
"Annex" are finally having revitalization.  People are starting to fix their houses up, houses are being remodeled and sold.  Houses that 5 years ago 
sold in the lower $100,000 range are now selling for $200,000+.  I think that shows that the two streets within the "Annex" have already 
accomplished your "Desired Outcomes."  With those facts stated, keep all multi-family, medium-density, etc. housing options off these two streets and 
out of the entire neighborhood.  No medium-density housing within Westwood.  In regards to making 48th Street and 47th Terrace one way streets.  
This will not only be unwanted by most residents on those streets (I've talked to most of them).  It will also be a hazard in any type of snow or ice.  
Both streets have a steep incline down to State Line.  I don't see anyone even attempting to drive either up or down the streets in bad weather.  Also, 
in the plan it says that "many, if not most of these homes have no garages and no driveways."  I don't know who wrote this plan, but they obviously 
did not even drive down our streets.  There is one house on 48th Street without a driveway.  It has a parking pad in front of their house.  All other 
houses have a driveway.  And I would say most houses have a garage too.  Like a lot of homes in Westwood, the majority are single car garages, but 
most have a garage.  Please get your facts straight before making blanket statements that are totally and utterly untrue.  In regards to the "Annex", 
no medium-density housing and no one way streets.

09/30/2016 02:53pm 24.123.96.142

I think the Entercom property should be tabled until we know if SMSD is moving Westwood View to the property or if they will sell it in the future.  
Continue to push for WWV to stay open.  Either expand the park into the church property or turn the church into a community center.  Keep 
Westwood City Hall where it is.  In Westport Annex, keep all streets single family housing.  No medium-density housing in Westwood.  Your data about 
the Westport Annex is not correct.  I'm not sure who collected this data, but they did a very poor job.  The houses in that area are now selling for 
about the same cost as any other area if not higher.  On a cost per square foot basis, they are currently almost the highest in the neighborhood.  Also, 
there is ONE house in that area that doesn't have a driveway.  That means most if not almost ALL have driveways and most have garages.  One way 
streets on these two streets would not only be a mess but a hazard to all that live on these street and drive down these streets in snow or ice.  Take 
this OUT of the plan.  Who can even drive down a 45 degree slope in bad weather without wreaking their car and/or hurting themselves.  Like I said, I 
don't think the person that made these  statements even drove or walked down either of these streets.

09/30/2016 03:25pm 24.123.96.142

Keep Westwood View open.  Don't know when it will be decided if it will move to Entercom site, but maybe table all this until we know a more 
permanent resolution for the school.  I'd love more green space in the neighborhood, but understand that comes at a high cost because of land costs.  
Keep City Hall in its current location.  It seems like a nice, up-to-date building.  I don't see any reason to move it.  
Keep the Westport Annex area as single-family houses.  No medium- density housing in Westwood.  Just because these are the oldest and smallest 
lots in the city doesn't mean this area cannot be the jewel of the city if given time to come back (as it doing right now).
No one way streets in Westwood.  I challenge anyone to drive up or down either of these streets in bad weather.  It is dangerous and could cause the 
city a lawsuit if someone is hurt.  The sledding hill in Westwood Park is at the bottom of 48th Street.  I'd hate to see a car slide down into the park and 
hurt anyone - and it could easily happen.

09/30/2016 03:41pm 24.123.96.142

Westwood View is important for the city and the property values in the area.  Whether is stays in same location or moves to Entercom property, 
continue to push to get more young families into the area by keeping all the streets single family homes.
Keep Westport Annex streets only single-family homes.  Absolutely no medium-density housing on any current residential street within Westwood.
No one way streets in the Annex.  Unless you are going to level out the street, a one-way street on either street is dangerous because of the steep 
slope on the State Line side.   
Also, the houses in the Annex have driveways and the majority have garages - the wording in this plan is grossly incorrect and needs to be changed.

09/18/2016 06:23pm 24.145.160.155 If no new school, I'd be supportive of row homes, etc., on the site. That's a lot of ground. Could be some single family, open space, etc. 

09/30/2016 10:26am 65.28.80.141

Maintaining the school should be a priority, but the Entercom property is far too small for a grade school. School officials concede they would like 18 
acres, not 6.5 acres. The promise of a new school is not likely to be fulfilled.  It would make much more sense to expand the  current site by the school 
district acquiring the church property and wrapping around the park. The city has no business continuing its folly dabbling in real estate development, 
while its streets, City Hall, and infrastructure continue to deteriorate. Moreover, the City's right of first refusal diminishes the value of the land to 
private enterprise, and helps ensure that is  will stay off the tax rolls, further eroding our financial well-being. The property has been zoned residential 
for decades. The property is surrounded by single-family residences. The streets and infrastructure will not support more intense use. Any more 
intense use would be obscenely incompatible with the neighborhood. It should develop as single-family residences, and if the owner has it priced too 
high, the market will eventually drive the price down to meet the appropriate land use. The city should quit meddling in real estate and go back to 
running the city. For example, if property maintenance really is a goal of the city, perhaps the city could get the school district to clean up the 
Entercom site. It is embarrassingly shabby looking.

09/27/2016 03:24am 65.28.88.130
Delete "cluster subdivision developments that concentrates residential units on one are of the property and maximizes open space." NO cluster 
developments in the middle of a single family home neighborhood!

10/01/2016 09:57pm 65.28.89.115
Would it be possible to explore a BID (business improvement district) to help provide a mechanism for achieving and supplementing some of the 
opportunities for the 47th Street Corridor? 

09/19/2016 12:06pm 65.28.89.176 no comment

09/24/2016 03:04pm 65.28.90.180
I think it would be exciting if Shawnee Mission chooses to build a new school on the Entercom site. However, if not, I would recommend that this be 
zoned for single family /low density housing. 
Similarly, the current Westwood View school site should be zoned for single family housing/low density housing if the school is demolished. 

09/28/2016 04:21pm 65.31.195.3 Please relate medium density and mixed development to citizen input.

09/27/2016 06:47am 69.23.119.109
THIS SITE WOULD BE GOOD FOR A NEW SCHOOL.  THE CITY SHOULD NEVER HAVE LET ENTERCOM LEAVE THE TOWER UP WHEN IT VACATED THE 
PROPERTY.  IT WILL TAKE TONS OF MONEY TO DISMANTLE.  OTHER OPTIONS, WOULD BE BREAK UP INTO SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCES.

09/30/2016 08:10am 74.62.118.127

It seems like a great wast of money and time to move City Hall to another location.  It's a beautiful building and I don't see the value initially of moving 
anywhere else.  Leave it where it is.
I love the idea of making 47th Terrace and 48th Street into one-way.  It makes great sense and will help with the congestion of those two streets.
STOP CALLING IT WESTPORT ANNEX.  It's fairly insulting and I see no reason to distinguish those two streets from the rest of Westwood.  It comes 
across poorly to those that live there.  This did happen over 50 years ago for crying out loud.
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09/20/2016 07:37am 12.108.151.2

With increased commercial / retail activity in the City, engagement with business 
owners by the City Staff in a pro-active, collaborative manner is critical to head off 
issues with property maintenance and the critical commercial / residential buffers 
before residents have to bring complaints.  Goals A and C hint at this, but a specific Goal 
of Commercial / Civic engagement (such as through a business association) would be 
nice.

09/30/2016 09:45am 12.111.103.196

I can't really give you a better way to word it, but Priority 2 seems a little bland. I think 1 
and 4 are pretty much the same thing. For how much everyone wants to keep 
Westwood View open, having one objective/strategy that says "participate" in school 
processes doesn't seem to have a lot of meat to it. Could we have something that says 
"consider impacts to future enrollment when making long-range planning decisions" or 
something to that effect?

10/01/2016 03:49pm 136.63.133.162
I am disappointed in the lack of reception to the community preferences from the public 
meetings 

09/17/2016 07:25am 136.63.139.80

We need to take care of our existing infrastructure, and not increase our tax load.  The 
existing City Hall is a good structure, and the property could probably be utilized in a 
better way for more tax receipts, but at what cost of moving it.  What was the plan when 
you purchased the church at 51st and Rainbow??? 

09/25/2016 08:48pm 162.238.216.30 Will this affect houses on rainbow south of 49th? 

09/19/2016 01:39pm 162.238.219.211
We certainly don't look unique with the modern commercial and residential buildings 
going up. Seems the powers that be...whoever they are.......just want an extension of the 
Plaza, Westport and overdeveloped KUMed Center area. 

09/16/2016 02:12pm 169.147.254.135

Like the idea about maintain existing properties while protecting community character 
and resources and ideals ( I'm probably one of those would need a grant to fix up the 
house I'm currently in). 
like the ideal for branding of the community by artistic design  

good ideas but concerned with these changes there may be a substantial change in the 
community losing the smalltown feel many people want. 

recycling center next to the school at the proposed entercom  property 

some of the ideals read like parts of Olathe  

09/28/2016 06:59am 170.146.221.74

09/30/2016 06:21am 23.255.136.241

I think it is important to allow building code adjustments.  Some changes to homes are 
simply not allowed now, usually because of offset requirements, but they would make 
homes look much better.  For example, adding on behind houses or building garages 
behind instead of alongside or in front of homes would be easier with some changes.

I would love to see sidewalks on both sides of the street.  It would be safer and more 
pedestrian-friendly.  I'd love to see parking along 47th street.  I would like to see speed 
bumps along  W 51st St, because traffic leaving Miege speeds down the street.  

10/01/2016 07:26am 23.255.138.160
Issues with upkeep is mostly due to landlords not complying with existing city codes that 
weren't enforced. Rentals were allowed to continue without rental licenses. A blind eye 
was turned but now when money can be made, the approach has changed. 

10/01/2016 08:28pm 23.255.140.167 Single family housing only, please.  
10/01/2016 08:29pm 23.255.140.167 Single family housing only, please.  

09/29/2016 05:53pm 23.255.171.248
1. No medium-high density residential. 
2. Yes. Keep the school. 
3. Upgrade parks, great.

QUESTION: PLEASE REVIEW THE OPPORTUNITY AREAS AND PROVIDE COMMENTS.



10/01/2016 08:41pm 23.255.191.75

Goal E: This should be drastically revised if not deleted. This is focused on generating 
revenue, and not supporting the residential community. It will drive homeowners out of 
the affected communities and dissuade many from considering neighboring streets and 
possibly Westwood.
Goal F, Objective 2, strategy 9: Belinder has 2 sidewalks already. Making this road more 
narrow will make it a more dangerous pathway for vehicles and pedestrians.
 Goal F, Objective 3, strategy 15: Remove this. There is a large hill on the east end of this 
street which would make it dangerous if you had to use the hill up or down in inclement 
weather. The street could be widened to resolve the width. All homes have some type of 
driveway, and it is noted that many don't in the part of the plan that titles the Westwood 
Annex as Westport Annex in error.

10/01/2016 09:01pm 23.255.191.75
I think Goal E should be deleted entirely. This provides no benefit to current single, 
family homeowners that make up the VAST MAJORITY of Westwood residents.

09/26/2016 12:00pm 24.123.96.142

My comments on the strategic plan is that some of it was based on incorrect 
information.  1) The houses along 47th Terr. and 48th St. are of much lower value 
(current sales on streets are in line with the entire neighborhood.  2) Almost all houses 
along 47th Terr. and 48th Street do not have driveways and/or garages.  One house 
does not translate into "all if not most."  
The incorrect data listed above makes me think that the company putting this plan 
together didn't do a lot of research in our neighborhood.
Westwood is made up of 20's & 30's bungalows and cottages, traditional 2 story homes, 
50's style ranchs, 60's & 70's split levels and new contemporary homes.  That is part of 
the charm of the neighborhood.  If you don't like the look of one street, go to the next 
and you will have something else.  Let's keep Westwood as it is - an extremely charming 
area.  Most importantly, we need to keep the current residential streets in Westwood 
single family homes.  This will not only keep our property values high.  It will also attract 
the families that Westwood View will need to stay viable. 

09/30/2016 02:54pm 24.123.96.142
No medium-density housing in Westwood.  No one way streets in Westwood.  Ease up 
building codes to allow everyone within the city to improve their property.

09/30/2016 03:28pm 24.123.96.142

Keep all streets in Westwood (outside of Woodside Village) single-family homes.
Keep all streets in Westwood 2-way streets.
Keep Westwood as Westwood.  Don't try and make it Overland Park, Prairie Village or 
Leawood.  We are a quirky neighborhood with great people who are passionate about 
their city.

09/30/2016 03:42pm 24.123.96.142
Keep Westwood single family homes - no medium-density housing.
No one way streets in Westwood.  Put in speed bumps if they are worried about extra 
traffic because of Woodside Village.

09/18/2016 06:24pm 24.145.160.155 Looks good.

09/30/2016 10:29am 65.28.80.141

Currently the Mayor and Council have elected to pursue a property maintenance course 
of requiring neighbors to complain about their neighbors. This pits people against each 
other, and is an example of the city simply not doing its job. We shouldn't need a 
consultant to  say that the city just do its job, and should have an inspector who was out 
enforces the existing laws.

09/27/2016 03:37am 65.28.88.130

Why isn't the school one of the Goals? The plan should lead with the school. This 
strategic plan is way too vague. What kind of housing to families with children want? 
That's what the plan should have found out.  
Why is the school given such minimal attention in the Goals? Goal C, 4, should have 
been a central part of the comp plan. The plan should have centered on how to increase 
the population of school age children in Westwood. Townhomes and apartments do not 
attract children!
Remove Goal E, 1. I want single family homes in Westwood, NOT medium density! Where 
is the strategy for attracting young families? I do not support senior living housing in 
Westwood. We have a public school that needs pupils from young families. We want to 
impress SMSD by having a high enrollment of children in the school.

09/19/2016 12:08pm 65.28.89.176 no comment

09/24/2016 03:08pm 65.28.90.180

I am concerned about an overly pro-development leaning in our current Westwood 
leadership. Although I am delighted with new business opportunities for locations that 
already exist in Westwood, I am leery of further development. It would change the 
character of Westwood. 
I am also concerned that the Westwood survey results are being disregarded. The 
Westwood residents have spoken loudly and clearly, and have asked to maintain low 
density housing throughout Westwood. However, many of the proposals have significant 
portions of medium density housing. 
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Date Submitted IP Address
What do you like most about the draft Westwood Master 
Plan elements shown here?

Please list any additional general comments or 
suggestions you may have regarding the Westwood 
Master Plan or process.

Do you have any concerns about the draft Westwood Master 
Plan elements? Please specify.

Would you be willing to help implement this plan? If so, please 
provide your contact information above and any specific goal(s) or 
objective(s) you would like to assist with.

09/20/2016 07:47am 12.108.151.2

The proposed land use change to allow development of 
medium density residential in the north eastern areas of 
Westwood.  If done well, this can be a huge benefit to the 
community.

Great work! I'm very excited to see this masterplan 
implemented over the years.

My only general concern is that with the increased density, 
commercial, and retail activity that this masterplan update 
promises, there needs to be even more careful attention to 
buffer zones, transitional spaces, and impact to adjacent 
neighbors.  We have the tools and right language in the zoning 
ordinances, it will just demand even greater diligence by the 
City in making sure each site is carefully attentive to it's 
neighbors.

Tony Atchity
3006 W. 47th Terrace, 
Westwood, Kansas
66205
913.515.5657

09/30/2016 09:54am 12.111.103.196

I think this is a good overall plan that gives a framework of 
what Westwood wants to accomplish while being flexible for 
the future. I think some targeted, high-end owner-occupied 
town houses or row homes would be good progress for a 
city that wants to improve walkability and non-vehicular 
access, but seems to be afraid of "those people" a little too 
much.

I think most people are happy we have engaged in this 
process and are fine with what has been presented so far. 
Even the people who are saying the sky is falling are only 
faulting a couple of (admittedly important) pieces of a large 
process.

The flexibility might be so broad as to be called too open-
ended. 

No way, I already have enough drama in my life.

09/16/2016 02:30pm 134.193.42.86

I would enjoy the School to remain open and the new school be 
built on the Entercom site. single family houses to be built, not 
town homes or duplexes. A new park and community garden 
where the current park and church are located. Also, if 
Westwood needs more commercial sites moving the current 
city hall to the Denis Park site and building commercial were 
the current city hall is located. 
green space, new school and park -- single family homes not 
apartments. There are enough rental properties already. We 
want family who want to live in the community to live in the 
properties. People who are going to care for their houses and 
the school. 

09/19/2016 10:17pm 136.32.69.168

I've heard a suggestion of making W 47th Terrace a one 
way street.  Something that should be considered is that, 
due to the grade of the road, the eastern end is 
impassable/too slick and steep to most vehicles several 
times during the winter.  If the street were one way this 
would render it useless on those days.

10/01/2016 03:50pm 136.63.133.162 Please share these comments pulbically Lack of preservation of single family neighborhoods

09/17/2016 07:32am 136.63.139.80

I believe it is necessary to have a plan, however, until the 
SMSD makes a decision, we need to maintain what we have, 
and make improvements without changing the land use.  
The Woodside Project has taken far too long, and we need 
restrictions on the future of that project to the South side of 
47th St.  

We do not want density along Rainbow S. of 50th St. 
Community buildings, park space would be important. '
The extension of Booth Street S. is questionable.  
Low density housing is important and no more apartments, 
please!

09/25/2016 06:20pm 136.63.140.170
It is easy to read & has helpful graphics. 
I was pleased to hear that there is consideration of making 
Belinder more bike-friendly.

I understand the need to install a new light at 47th Place & 
Rainbow, but why is the new linked light system so poorly 
regulated? There are excessive red lights, too often I find 
myself waiting on nobody. Like at 50th St, both the lights 
(47th St & 47th place) should be converted to flashing red & 
yellow past a certain time at night. 

I am concerned about the plans for one-way streets & a cut-
through road in Westport Annex. I drive on 47th Terrace often 
(I live on it); I have no complaints about the flow of traffic. The 
road is wide enough for three cars, which allows moving cars to 
pass each other with a car parked on the side. I was 
disappointed about the misleading information & tone of the 
following "The properties in this area are some of the oldest 
and lowest valued in the community. In addition, many, if not 
most, of the homes have no garages and no driveways, lending 
to a lot of on-street parking." I don't know about 48th St, but 
every single house on my block has a driveway. Second, the 
main reason for high-volume parking on our street is the 
veterinarian office at the end of the road has inadequate 
parking for the volume of customers that they serve. Making 
the streets one-way would be make transportation less 
convenient half of the time for residents. I would prefer speed 
bumps being installed instead. 

09/19/2016 02:08pm 162.238.219.211

It does not represent my view of what I want for Westwood, 
except the concept of keeping businesses looking like small 
town and having them in smaller older buildings and historic 
houses with architectural character. 

Over developed! And I dont believe we have to have such 
high concentration of rental apartments and businesses to 
have a good tax base. Too much change too fast. And we 
should not be giving these developers tax 
abatements...which tax increment financing is essentially.  
We are prime real estate and have high standards to allow 
them here. And I can bet there is still no small hardware 
store in the works...you are pricing out the kinds of 
businesses we need for daily living...like the thrift store, 
reasonably priced Chinese food and other general 
restaurants, and hardware stores with the high rents on 
47th street...ofcourse that is KC KS but we were part of that 
planning.  

Everything. I do not see the majority votes represented of 
keeping Westwood a small city atmosphere.  I prefer the look of 
something like Brookside which has a sins tint character.  Not 
these big modern multi use buildings that are the "urban 
trend". Nothing unique about that....just looks like parts of the 
over developed Westport.   Any development at 47th and 
Rainbow should have been limited to one or two story to not 
block the sky for Westwood residents. The height allowed only 
serves the developers in offering apartments with nice views.  
Condos also would have been a more stable development than 
rental units as you have people who are willing to make a long 
gem investment in he area.

I would help on the cease and desist of building the other building at 
47th and Rainbow or commercializing the southwest corner of 47 
and Rainbow. Or are you only interested in people who agree with 
what you've already decided you want to do. It feels that this 
'consulting ' teams main job is to market what the developers are 
wanting to be able to say they got resident approval of. The 
presentations so far have been skewed to the advantage of the 
developers, and those on the council or planning board who just want 
to sell Westwoods unique charm for a price.  I'd rather have my sky 
view back at 47th and and Rainbow and pay higher taxes for trash 
etc. if that is the issue.

QUESTION: GENERAL COMMENTS



09/16/2016 02:32pm 169.147.254.135
the ideas are really great but at the same time  and I really 
like the idea of using the commercial space off rainbow 
cause it looks so barren 

What is the next phase after this? how soon will the results  
be disclosed to the community?  And even at that time, if  
some of it IS NOT what people want can the community still 
veto it or not?  

Taxes, cost. Is this going to push me out of the neighborhood?   
Plus there will be a change in the neighborhood improvements 
may mean more people more crime? increase in police 
activity? (is the area going to turn into Roeland park?  (sad 
face)) also with the change will it also change the "feel" of 
Westwood? turn it into prairie village by macys ( around that 
area)?

Not sure how community would help implement it.

09/28/2016 06:59am 170.146.221.74
Really, the proposal for the one way streets on 47th terr is 
just awul

yes my biggest concern is the awful idea of making 47th 
terrace into a a one way street.  My husband and I were both 
sick and I would like to know who actually proposed this.  I don't 
like it one bit and I am protesting this proposal.  Maybe you 
should make 47th one way coming up to state line since it's so 
heavily traveled.  I will not accept this prpoposal.

09/20/2016 01:15pm 192.222.104.1

09/30/2016 06:05am 204.118.135.32 Level of detail and consideration.

Keep in mind that many of the houses will eventually be torn 
down and rebuilt.......make this process easy and inviting.  
Kansas City doesn't have much 'urban' new construction for 
residents and if our neighborhood does it right while 
maintaining character, we can become a top target in the 
city for people looking to buy and stay.

See other comments.  Think long term when developing 
commercial areas.  The strip malls along rainbow from 
Westport road to 48th terrace should be a reminder of what we 
don't want to happen in the future.  Some are worse than 
others.

We are always available to provide feedback and support from a 
homeowner's perspective.

Ian and Kelsey O'Leary
2411 W 48th ST
314-283-2464

09/30/2016 02:08pm 216.185.230.69 More bike lanes!
I oppose medium density housing.  All of the 5050 rainbow 
land public. 

Medium density housing undermines both investment and our 
city character.

No. Please change the plan.

09/30/2016 10:09am 23.255.135.153

09/30/2016 06:23am 23.255.136.241
I love the idea of doing something with the Entercom 
property, and soon.  I love the plans for lighting, sidewalks, 
and more public green space.  

The neighbors I've talked to, and the comments I've read on 
Nextdoor, are overwhelmingly opposed to medium-density 
housing.  Yet three-fourths of your proposals include 
exactly that.  I am concerned that the committee is not 
listening to the neighborhood on this front.

I am very concerned with the proposed addition of medium-
density housing, for all of the reasons I set forth above.  It adds 
traffic and hurts the character of our buildings and 
neighborhood.

10/01/2016 10:02am 23.255.138.160

Residents do not want medium density, but it is everywhere in 
the proposal. Residents were clear we want to preserve single 
family homes. We do not want single family homes torn down 
and replaced with apartments and condos. 

10/01/2016 10:08am 23.255.138.160

Very little is to the interest of Westwood's current home-
owning, long-term residents.  This is like how Blair Tanner 
has treated long-time Woodside members, with little regard 
and outright disdain.  You're taking his dismissive attitude 
to a large scale.  We are uninterested.  

It favors developers and 'stakeholders' over the citizens.  
Developers need to realize that opportunities to spend 
money are not at all to be confused with amenities.  

Favors short-term development and absentee ownership.  
Residents of Westwood Hills, within your 'Character Area,' 
protected as defined as such, do not want medium density 
housing in the 'Opportunity Areas.'  The only opportunities this 
provides them are the opportunity for lower home values and 
higher traffic.  Again, like most corporate proposals nowadays, 
this offers little incentive to those whose actual lives occur 
within the proposal's construction and outcomes.  

We request an open town hall that is advertised three weeks in 
advance, and weekly until a quorum of residents are aware of its 
date and time.  

10/01/2016 08:29pm 23.255.140.167
More green space considered.  Plans to improve single 
family residences.

At first meeting, I didn't hear attendees pushing for multifamily 
housing.  I am against multifamily housing.

09/24/2016 09:35am 23.255.148.51 I like that the city is thinking about the future. 

I am concerned that the city wants to make zoning changes 
that would would directly affect  the density of our 
neighborhoods and properties which played a large part in 
choosing a location to buy a home.

09/21/2016 04:33am 23.255.151.18

09/20/2016 11:37am 23.255.166.218
I would love to see a trail of some kind in the green open 
space

09/29/2016 06:14pm 23.255.171.248
Keeping the school a priority of the community. A new 
school would be great. 

I live on 47th Terrace. Our neighborhood has bore the brunt 
of the Woodside development. I do not want development to 
encroach any further into my neighborhood. I'm also not a 
fan of turning my street into a one way street and a "pass 
through" in front of my house. This would effectively turn 
our block into a driveway for the Woodside development.

Don't allow the developers to rezone single family homes into 
medium-high density residential. I live on 47th Terrace. We 
moved into Westwood eight years ago with the intention of 
starting a family and sending our children to Westwood View. 
My daughter started kindergarten this year. 

I know most of my neighbors on my block. I walk my dog down to 
Westwood park, and I walk my daughter up to Westwood View every 
morning. I have not talked to a single person on my block who is in 
favor of rezoning. That being said, my goals include, "protecting the 
character of my neighborhood." I am fundamentally against medium-
high density. I also don't want my street turned into a one way. 
Despite what you might think, that will only increase the speed on 
our block. I love Westwood View and I do agree we need to secure 
it's future. Thanks, if you have any further questions, 
kcthomsen913@gmail.com

09/29/2016 06:29pm 23.255.171.248 No to medium density housing!

09/25/2016 01:47pm 23.255.173.36

It seems we have several large spaces we are trying to 
determine what to do with - Entercom, the "church", City 
Hall and potentially Westwood View. I appreciate all the 
work that has been put in to this plan. I hope the committee 
takes to heart the people of Westwood do not want multi-
family buildings. Keep Westwood the unique and special 
(and very desirable) neighborhood it is and has been for 
many years!

YES - rezoning for Multi-Family homes - NO NO NO!



09/28/2016 08:31pm 23.255.188.63

if the current school, church and park location on 50th st is 
reused I would prefer it to be single family and park space.  I 
would like to see the city hall incorporated into the mixed 
use area at 47th and not moved to the old school site.  I 
think Westwood needs a nice park.  The city barely has any 
parks and none of consequence.

Best of Luck

i like most of the plan.  My area of greatest concern is the 
school. 
I think it is imperative that we keep the school in the city.  in 
either the current location or the new property.  I am okay with 
the medium-density zoning in the locations along 47th street 
and 47th terr as long as it does not reduce the attendance of 
the school to a point where the school district decided to close 
the school.  I would guess that if they were determined to build 
a new school that could pull students from a larger area then it 
would not matter.  I am afraid that may be the current plan for 
the district and then we approve the zoning , developers turn 
single family into multi-family and attendance drops and the 
district changes its mind.   

09/23/2016 06:49pm 23.255.189.215 No multi-family buildings.   No increase of commercial property.  

10/01/2016 08:17pm 23.255.191.75

The positive parts of the plan are the ones focused on 
supporting the current community. There are many 
negative aspects discussing rezoning and attracting  lower 
income transient populations into the residential space. If 
passed, these types of changes will result in families leaving 
the community and less people considering the community 
that want to live in a truly residential area.

*I would recommend creating polls by area that contact 
each homeowner to get specific feedback from the people 
living in the specific that will be affected by the specific plan 
for their area. For example, create a poll for the Westport 
Annex community to provide specific feedback about the 
plan outlined for that area.

*Westport Annex Plan: This is a terrible section. I live here and 
will move from the city of Westwood if passed. Over 6 
homeowners already have since the introduction of the 
possibility of this plan.
*Rezoning to attract more commercial/mixed use investment: 
While this could create a larger revenue stream, it does not 
support the goal of supporting our residential community and 
families.

I would be happy to help revise the plan.

Thomas Scott
816-986-7775
thomaswscott@gmail.com

10/01/2016 09:09pm 23.255.191.75

I think more education to the citizens of the community that 
will be directly affected by these moves should be in place.  
A flyer on the door goes a long way! You open your door 
every day to get in your house.  I know the council acts 
probably thinks the information is "everywhere" based on 
prior meetings, but to the average resident, you have to be 
VERY PROACTIVE to stay informed about this. I think this is 
probably your goal though, because no rightly informed 
resident in these areas you wish to acquire property from 
and make these changes in would be in favor of the plans.

The Westport Annex rezoning for "mid urban" residential and 
Rainbow Boulevard sub-urban commercial takeover of 
Westport Annex property are HIGHLY ALARMING and go 
against the desires of Westwood as a whole.  We are not 
looking for higher density housing. We would not have moved 
to Westwood if this is the direction we thought the city would 
be taking and we will NOT stay if this goes forward.  Enjoy your 
new transient renters! 

I would NOT be willing to implement this plan.  Very few aspects of 
this plan are even tolerable with the vast majority highly alarming 
and infuriating.  

09/26/2016 12:10pm 24.123.96.142
Will the citizens of Westwood have access to all the 
comments made to this plan after 10/1?

Yes, rezoning for medium-density housing should be eliminated 
from the plan entirely.  Keep all residential streets within 
Westwood zoned for only single-family housing.  Also, no one 
way streets within Westwood.

09/30/2016 02:58pm 24.123.96.142

Just to be specific - No medium-density housing in 
Westwood.  Keep the charm of our neighborhood.  And keep 
the residents who live on these 5 streets in their homes.  
The Westport Annex has multiple young families (at least 10 
homes have elementary aged kids or soon to be elementary 
aged kids) to help keep WWV's enrollment numbers up and 
keep the school viable.

No medium-density housing in Westwood.  If the city is open to 
looking at medium-density housing throughout the city, then 
make the whole neighborhood orange.  No one way streets 
within Westwood.  They will be dangerous in any type of bad 
weather.

09/30/2016 03:13pm 24.123.96.142
Please reconsider Multi-Family homes in Westwood! I am 
strongly against it!

Multi-family homes - NO - against

09/30/2016 03:29pm 24.123.96.142
Keep all streets in Westwood single-family houses and keep 
all streets 2-way streets.

Yes, keep medium-density housing out of Westwood.  If 
someone wants to live in an apartment, they have the 
Woodside Village option.

Keep one way streets out of Westwood.  They would be 
dangerous and a liability for the city.

09/30/2016 03:44pm 24.123.96.142

Westwood is a lovely community.  Let's keep it that way and 
not invite developers into our neighborhood that will turn it 
into an area that looks like we don't have any zoning 
ordinances.

One-way streets in the Annex will be dangerous.  Take that 
out of the plan.

The medium-density housing (orange areas) suggestion.

The one-way streets in the Annex.

09/18/2016 06:25pm 24.145.160.155
I think it is important to embrace community for all ages 
policies, ranging from our youngest residents to those that 
would like to age in place.

09/30/2016 10:32am 65.28.80.141 Nothing. It is dreadful.
Start over. Do not pack steering committee with people who 
have a vested interest in development and are politically 
allied to the mayor.

Yes. It is unrealistic, is contrary to preserving the 
neighborhood, is grossly skewed toward helping developers 
rather than the citizens of Westwood, and is a prime example 
of people in government who think doing something is wrong is 
better than doing nothing at all. It fixes things that aren't 
broken, and breaks things that don't need fixing

Yes. 

09/19/2016 08:00pm 65.28.86.54 please see my general comments

- As Woodside Village will generate more traffic for Rainbow 
and State Line, we definitely should not plan any more 
apartments anywhere in Westwood, as it would devalue our 
neighborhood. Apartments are undesirable anyway, as 
compared to the condo mix  tha

please see my general comments



09/27/2016 03:46am 65.28.88.130 Nothing.

There should be another Steering Committee meeting. The 
Sept. 14 Open House had so much text that the public barely 
had a chance to digest it in one viewing. Since many people 
are shocked by the pro-development thrust in this plan, it is 
important to give residents a chance to review how Shockey 
consulting changes the document upon receipt of resident 
comments. The document should be posted online after 
Shockey consulting revises it. The public should have the 
ability to review it and give more feedback on it BEFORE the 
document is sent to the planning commission for its public 
hearing process.

The plan is pushing medium density development at Entercom, 
Westwood View site, and the Annex. I am opposed to this push 
for medium density. This plan should be promoting our single 
family homes and a strategy to encourage SMSD to build a new 
school. There is no increase in green space in the Future Use 
pie chart. We have a lot of potential for increasing our green 
space. I want more green space.

NO! This plan is a disgrace. It does not reflect what residents want. 
Look at the Survey, and the other data. Residents' top priorities 
were: School, single family home ownership, green space, public 
safety.

This plan is like a slap in the face of residents. It must be changed!

09/19/2016 12:42pm 65.28.89.176
I think that overall it is a step in the right direction.  A great 
deal of work is yet to be done to further refine and 
develope many of the strategies.  

I do not have any concerns.  I would say that the detail will play 
out as the process moves forward in actual projects that might 
be contemplated.

09/24/2016 03:10pm 65.28.90.180

A new Westwood View
Increased green space in either the old Entercom area or 
the old Westwood View space. 
The potential for new single family home sites. 

I am very concerned about the proposals for medium density 
housing. 
This type of housing would be disastrous for Westwood 
residents. Single family homes that are located next to 
townhomes or duplexes would drop in value. 

09/26/2016 05:34pm 65.28.91.170

I strongly oppose multi-family home building in the Westwood 
annex area as it would be detrimental to existing property 
value that is currently being increased via surrounding single 
home renovations.   One way streets would decrease 
convenience.  Sidewalks and street repairs would be beneficial 
but the construction and loss of street width may outweigh the 
benefit.  Increased landscaping, planting trees and beautifying 
the neighborhood would be an excellent endeavor.  

09/19/2016 05:49pm 65.28.91.40

I just moved here to Westwood, I have the most beautiful 
front porch....that is the charm of this neighborhood....I knew 
there was construction being done, and that there would be 
a parking garage behind our houses, but I didn't think it was 
in the "plan" to tear down houses to put up more 
apartments......Very dissatisfied with the "new master plan" 
eliminating our street of homes. These are homes, not just 
"throw away" houses.

Concern of changing 47th terr from a charming neighborhood 
with diverse homes, to tearing down these homes so some 
developer with a ton of money can make even more money by 
tearing down single family homes and putting up multi unit 
housing.

09/24/2016 07:19pm 66.87.72.123

No, to new zoning plan FOR MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENCES and ONE-
WAY STREETS.   I want the Committee to take a look at 42nd avenue 
between Mission road and Rainbow. That area shows what  the 
future results would be.  This is not necessary and would cost more 
to clean up, would cause increased crime-friendly atmosphere, 
increase traffic congestion and increase more accidents. This is a 
completely poor business decision.  What self interest does the 
committee have in pursuing these business ventures. Construction 
ties? kick backs? What? Even the title "Master Plan Steering 
Committee sounds like a lot of people looking for ways to pad their 
pockets.

09/27/2016 06:50am 69.23.119.109

TRYING TO COMPETE WITH LARGER CITIES.  KEEP THE AREAS 
THAT ARE COMMERCIAL NOW, COMMERCIAL AND THE AREAS 
THAT ARE SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL, RESIDENTIAL.  
THERE ARE ENOUGH DIFFERENT SIZES OF HOUSES NOW TO 
ACCOMMODATE DIFFERENT SIZES OF FAMILIES.  WE DON'T 
NEED MULTI-FAMILY UNITS!!!!  LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE.  
REMEMBER WHO VOTED YOU IN OFFICE.  WE CAN VERY 
EASILY VOTE YOU OUT11



09/29/2016 01:59pm 75.81.35.132
I'm not sure about the 47thterr ane 48th street being on 
way streets especially in the winter with ice and snow. 

I am very concerned with your idea s about Westport Annex. If 
fact I think we need to be re-named as showing that we are a 
part of Westwood. The two streets this refers to are in the 
process of rehabing houses. To discuss tearing down the 
houses to make townhomes and apartments is disturbing. Why 
not encourage the rehab process instead of making this a high 
density area to give developers the go ahead to tear down and 
build multifamily dwellings. We too want single family homes 
and we would like that to be respected. We would like help in 
making these streets better in every way. I wonder if Blair 
Tanner being on the steering committee has some interest in 
these streets being multifamily and trying to look more uptown. 
I see his being on the committee a problem and I don't 
understand it. It seems like a conflict of interest. At least on the 
47 terr and 48 st I don't think we're worried about the 
differences in looks of houses. We like diversity. I am very 
concerned that Westwood doesn't hold landlords accoutable for 
property upkeep. I have asked Westwood to help with this in 
the past and have received no help. Those of us who own and 
some who rent and keep our houses up have no power to call 
out or deal with the landlords who don't want to spend the 
money to keep up the houses. 
So who's accountable for this. 

I am not sure  that I have the energy to help implement but I will tell 
you who I am if you want more info or feedback. Catherine Lewis 913 
362 3657













Friends and Neighbors –  

First, I want to applaud the City for its efforts to take on more open and more serious planning.  That’s a 
good thing and what I was asking for when I talked with neighbors, signed a petition and spoke out at 
public meetings.  I’m glad there is more “space” for anyone to share, to agree, to disagree and to find a 
pathway as a community. 
 
I like that the process began with some clarity of 
purpose.  These two slides from the first public meeting 
defined pretty well what the final plan should answer 
for us as a community. 
 
We all may have differing opinions on whether we like 
the answers but there ought to be clear answers that 
are supported by: 
  

• fiscal and population data,  
• quantitative and qualitative resident input, as 

well as, 
• future assumptions and projections   

 
It ought to be clear to any reader of the plan “how” the 
plan answers the questions on these slides, “where” 
citizen input mattered in a material way and “what” 
we’ll measure as success going forward. 
 
I focused on the written products: Goals, Priorities, 
Objectives and Strategies looking for specificity about 
the questions in the slides.  I was looking for the places 
that community voices actually shaped (1) clarity of 
direction in Goals and Priorities and (2) alignment of measureable Objectives backed up with data.  I 
couldn’t find either in any satisfactory way. 
 
In their current form the written planning documents, to me, do little more than pay lip service to 
clarifying direction with global generalities.  In the end, they present two things:  one is a “plan to plan” 
and the other is a rationalization for more density in residential housing absent any data.  In essence the 
plan merely “kicks the can down the road” on key decisions with a framework that says “we must need 
more density.” 
 
The plan seems to be a rationalization for more dense housing options (aging, older, cluster, etc.) absent 
any data-driven link to what seems to be the number one priority – sustain the school for the long term. 
 
I want to see a plan that has rigor (data, decisions, implications) about the top priorities that residents 
laid out.  I noted what appeared to be the top choices (admittedly my paraphrasing) from the first public 
meeting and in the surveys as: 
 

1. Sustain the local public elementary school 
2. Maintain and enhance the single-family residential feel 

 

 



 

 

3. Increase and improve greenspace 
4. Increase the percentage of owner-occupied houses 
5. Assure and enhance public safety 

 
I don’t see the current version of the plan addressing any of these in a concrete and forward-leaning 
way.  The plan goals and priorities are too broad and vague to have power in compelling focus and 
action.   

 
 It may be that the Steering 
Committee and Consultants 
had some other compelling 
data or input that shaped 
priorities in a different way.   
Perhaps the community 
session and survey data was 
analyzed and showed 
different priorities.  That’s fine 
– but it ought to be explicit in 
the plan. 
 
Collectively, these six goals 
and four priorities don’t align 
to what I’ve heard as the 

overarching priorities.   Three of the four priorities are only statements of “we need to do more 
planning” and the fourth is funding tactic.  These goals and priorities are not the aspirations for 
Westwood I was hoping for, nor what I heard neighbors talking about, in the planning work. 
 
These broad generalities might suffice if the next level of the plan (Objectives and Strategies) contained 
either measureable standards of progress we are aiming for or serious tactics that suggest powerful 
approaches.  I don’t see either of those 
present in the plan. 
 
While it seems this specificity lacks in nearly 
every goal area, here’s one example from 
Goal E.    The objective “Use existing 
housing stock to meet future demand” has 
no context in data about demand.  The 
objective should link housing stock, long-
term school viability, class sizes and 
population demographics.  It should also be 
something we can specifically measure. 
 
Instead of generalities the objective could 
set community targets for the most 
important future demand – keeping the 
school.  The objectives for that could include: 
 

• % of families with school-age kids 



• churn-rate of empty-nesters to young families 
• rate of property value increases due to investment/additions 
• % of homes with more than 3 bedrooms, two baths and two car garages 
• meeting the Westwood share of Westwood View attendance needs 

  
Meeting these public policy targets FIRST would show the school and families as a priority. 
 
As written, Goal E seems to place an equal priority on assuring a population for the school and on aging 
in place.  Goal E drives City energy to working with developers to use limited open spaces in Westwood 
for more dense housing for the aging population.  If we were a large city with many opportunities to 
develop I’d get that.  But we’re really a few square blocks – a couple of neighborhoods.  The objectives 
for Goal E should be specific enough to allow residents to see (and debate) the real priorities. 
 
I find this the case in with nearly every Goal and Objective in the plan.  It feels like “milquetoast.” 
 
Also, there is no serious, forward-leaning plan to use City interests and leverage for a better partnership 
with school district.  The plan is silent, at best, on intergovernmental relationships with SMSD related to 
sharing space, functions and creating win-win fiscal options for residents or developing a shared-use 
option for the property right now (low-hanging fruit!).  Neither the Policies drafted nor the Plan itself 
create a compelling, accountable framework for anything other than business as usual related to 
working with SMSD (or other cities for that matter). Yet, the school is our number one priority as a City. 
 
Right now the plan Policies, Goals, Priorities and Objectives simply avoid real decisions, use of data and 
analytics and serious projections.   The process has advanced and clarified some options and engaged 
residents, which is good.   
 
It does not, however, represent a data-driven plan that shows community-input/preferences clearly nor 
answers the planning questions from above: 

• What does Westwood want to be? 
• What goals and strategies should be set to reach the vision? 
• How do goals and priorities guide allocation of city resources? 
• What is the strategic process for considering and addressing non-traditional projects and 

solutions? 
• How should the community approach critical decisions about the future development of key 

locations? 
• What are the desired physical outcomes and what will it take to achieve them? 
• How do we achieve community ownership? 

 
 

 
 



















Comments on the Westwood Master Plan 

 In preparation for making these comments, I have reviewed my own summary of the 

1997 Westwood Comprehensive Plan, the 2016 Draft Master Plan as presented at the Open 

House on September 14, 2016, The Community Survey Summary, May 31, 2016, and comments 

of various residents posted on NextDoor.   

  Comprehensive Plan 1997 for Context:  In order to put the current efforts in context, 

here are the five goals stated in the 1997 (last) Westwood Comprehensive Plan as I have 

summarized them.  The goals are categorized and each goal lists objectives and within 

objectives, action plans; only goals are stated here.  It should be noted that the section following 

the goals, objectives and action plans summarizes data in each of these five categories.   

(1) Residential Development.  Goal:  Increase the value of the housing stock and ensure 

that it meets future market demands.  

(2) Non-Residential Development.  Goal:  Maintain and improve existing commercial 

corridors ensuring economic viability.  

(3) Future Land Use.  Goal: Maintain balanced residential and commercial character 

within the community promoting economic viability and a high quality of life.  

(4) Community.  Maintain the safe neighborly character of the community attracting a 

range of household types.   

(5) Public Facilities.  Goal:  Increase recreational and community gathering opportunities 

to meet the needs of all age groups and the quality of life.  

  Current Master Plan Goals:   

(A) Make sure properties are well-maintained throughout the community. 

(B) Represent a sense of place and unique identity. 

(C) Increase engagement and collaboration. 

(D) Support existing businesses and capitalize on redevelopment opportunities.  

(E) Ensure housing stock meets future demands.  

(F) Increase investment in infrastructure and facilities. 

 These are followed by objectives and strategies for each of the six goals.  

 Community Survey Results 

 Prior to critiquing the current goals and their objectives and strategies, it would first be 

imperative to also take a look at the current Community Survey Summary that provides guidance 

for what the residents want to see happen in Westwood.  My focus is on the top 5 responses to 

the request for the most important objectives that should be considered in the planning process.   

  



 Those top 5 are: 

1.  Livable neighborhoods. 

2. Schools 

3. Appearance of community 

4. Public Safety 

5. Small town character.  

 It is important to also note that when asked what type of land uses the 212 survey 

responders preferred to be added to the city, 64% answered single family.  Concerning 

statements with which the respondents agreed, the highest agreement came with “Focus 

investment on preserving and enhancing the existing residential areas rather than building new 

units.”  And the least favorable response was to focusing on growing the community rather than 

protecting and enhancing the existing community character.   

 Included in the survey summary are 150 responses to the request to complete the 

following statement: “Within the next 15 years, Westwood should be a community that….”   

Selecting only a few: 

“Provides basic services and promotes and maintains well-kept single family residences.” 

“Maintains its character while working to update infrastructure and housing to modern stands, 

including alternative transportation, multi use public spaces, mixed commercial/resident 

buildings that don’t detract from the small town charm.” 

“Keeps with the times without losing its character.” 

“Continues to evolve and does not stagnate or fear change.” 

“Is attractive to all age groups, (multi-generation).” 

“Is safe and vibrant – with reasonable taxes and great schools.” 

“Stays as we are, single housing/single family.  Small good stores as we have.  Safe with good 

police enforcement.  Quiet safe neighborhood.” 

 And finally, summarizing some of the comments on the current draft (what I have read 

on NextDoor) there is considerable dissatisfaction with the emphasis on density of land use, what 

is perceived to be a focus on commercial development,  and the lack of specificity of the 

language.   

  



 

My Comments on the Current Draft Master Plan’s Strategic Plan 

 Recognizing that Master Plans utilize general language as goals to guide a long-term 

plan, I think the language of the six goals could be improved and I question if the six goals are 

consistent with the wishes of the majority of Westwood residents.  While one could argue about 

the meaning of “livable neighborhoods,” digging deeper into the survey, it becomes clear that the 

most important element of livable neighborhoods is maintaining single-family housing.  The 

importance of single-family housing should also be understood to support the second most 

important desire of residents—supporting Westwood View School—for it is with adequate 

single-family housing, that Westwood will attract families who are looking for a quality 

education for their young children.   

 So, where in this master plan do we find this goal of maintaining single-family housing?  

That should be in Goal E “Ensure housing stock meets future demands.”  And the objectives of 

that goal are to use existing housing stock to meet future demands and to build new housing 

stock.  Nowhere in the strategies is there a mention of single-family housing.  There are 

references to “different housing stock” being allowed; exploration of neighborhood revitalization 

act; acquiring property in medium-density areas, but no language about single-family housing 

There is reference to home renovation.   

 Goal E is weighted toward housing other than single-family and raises the question of 

how the city will “build” new housing stock?  Encourage new single-family housing stock?  Yes, 

but the city does not build houses.   

 One of the criticisms posted on NextDoor by Kent Peterson focuses on Goal E also.  The 

complaint is primarily two-fold, suggesting that the Goal lacks data and is not focused on the 

singular goal of keeping the school.  I am assuming that there will be data to support the entire 

Master Plan, not just Goal E.  The old plan surveyed the existing housing stock with numbers of 

dates of construction. Such data followed the Goals in the old Plan. Are those types of data to be 

provided?  

 As a person who is aging in my home of 50 years, I disagree with several of the 

comments within that critique by Mr. Peterson in his singular focus on the school.  I am totally 

supportive of the school, but I also want Westwood to be a town of all ages.  I see his critique as 

wanting to speed the “churn-rate of empty nesters to young families,”  as position the city should 

not take.  And I certainly disagree that Westwood’s “aging population” desires dense housing.  

His point about Westwood being a “few square blocks” is well-taken and should be considered 

in every planning process.  Westwood’s size does demand limits.  

  



 

 Taking the remainder of the goals in order, my comments are prefaced on the question of 

the order of the goals.  Are they in order of importance?  If yes, I question the order.    

 Goal A:  Property Maintenance.  I am definitely in favor of proactive enforcement of 

property maintenance and do not believe there should be “priority areas” within that 

enforcement.  One separate goal is a “sense of place.”  What sort of place is Westwood when 

anyone traveling through the city sees trash barrels sitting in full view?   

 I would like an explanation of Strategy 7.  Whose performance will be measured? 

 Goal B:  Sense of Place and Unique Identity.  I don’t disagree with any of the ideas for 

this goal.   

 Goal C:  Engagement and Collaboration.  Objective 3  Improve communication 

between citizens and city should be the first listed under this goal.  Strategy 7 should be 

reworded to say “City to provide early notification and information concerning all city meeting 

and provide detail in city meeting agendas.”   

 Objective 4, which is keeping Westwood View open, has only one strategy.  Two 

suggestions:  In the existing strategy, substitute “work” for the word “lobby.”  And include more 

strategies as suggested by Mr. Peterson about exploring shared space with the school district.  

This strategy should be listed as number 2.  The current number 2 should be 3 and the current 

number 1 should be 4.   

 Goal D:  Support Businesses and capitalize on redevelopment opportunities.  Again, 

some rearranging in priorities:  Supporting local businesses first; maintain a strong economy 

second and “Confine” commercial development into designated commercial areas third.   

 Strategy number 1 of Maintaining the Economy should strike “create financial packages 

to incent desirable development.”   Strategy 8 of “Cluster” commercial development should be 

reworded to say “Be open to meeting with parties who have development plans and potential 

developments.”  Strike the works “Build relationships with”   

 Goal E:  Housing Stock –see discussion above. 

 Goal F:  Infrastructure and facilities.   I would like clarification on a couple of points.  

First what is the definition of “gaps” in sidewalks (Strategy #11)?  Second, what existing parking 

policy (Strategy 18) should be reviewed—residential or commercial?   

 Recategorizing existing areas of the city for development purposes is also included in 

the Master Plan Draft.  See, particularly Existing and Future Land Use and the charts on that 

page.  The primary area so identified for reclassification is the area known as The Annex, an area 

east of Rainbow.  The reclassification is described as “Residential-Medium Density” which 



includes patio homes, townhomes, and apartments.  Immediately adjacent to The Annex is the 

mixed use, but mostly apartments (over 300) Woodside Village currently under construction.  

Not surprisingly, many residents of The Annex are upset that their streets are marked for 

Medium Density, not to be continued as single-family.  The Annex has posed challenges to the 

city since its annexation because of the small lots and lack of space for driveways and garages, 

leaving cars with no place to park except in the street or on parking pads in front lawns.  

 That said, in recent years (days even), the area is undergoing a rebuilding with some 

houses being replaced with new homes on larger lots by combining lots.  This is all happening 

without city incentives and will undoubtedly continue.  The threat of more apartments when this 

area backs up to the only apartment complex in the city is disastrous, not only for those residents 

of The Annex, but for the city as a whole.  As has been pointed out, Westwood consists of a few 

blocks and should not have such massive development.  If apartments are considered an option 

for The Annex, that is a mistake for the city and will undoubtedly not be looked upon with favor 

by our neighbors in Westwood Hills.  Why would this option even be on the table?  

   I do not favor any of the options for the current Westwood View site should the school 

move.  I do not want to see any commercial space there nor any medium density residential.   

 And one last suggestion:  In addition to adding data, it might help to solve some concerns 

about terms if you add a section on definitions of the different types of housing—such as cluster 

homes, patio homes, etc.   

 The Westwood Master Plan must be built around the expressed wishes of the city’s 

residents.  The residents have been surveyed and have provided their top objectives as listed 

above.  In honoring those objectives, the focus would be on single-family housing, a small-town 

feel, and preserving the school.  The emphasis should not be on commercial development and 

development of multi-family housing nor on providing incentives for such development.  The 

Draft Plan fails in that regard and should be revised prior to presentation to the Planning 

Commission 

 

Karen I. Johnson 

                                                                 4950 Adams Street 

         Westwood, KS 

          seeyathere@earthlink.net 
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We attended the Master Plan meeting last night and learned about some of the 
proposed changes, many of which will impact Westwood, Westwood Annex (across 
from Westwood park) and it's neighbors in Westwood Hills, West Plaza, etc. Proposed 
changes include:
1) More apartments and townhomes. The proposal included "re-classifying" Westwood
Annex (W47th Terr and W48th Terr) to allow developers to potentially buy and tear
down single family homes, and replace them with townhomes and apartments (ie
reclassify from low density to medium density)

2) One-way streets on W47th and W48th Terr, with the possibility of a "cut through"
halfway through the street to increase access

3) All proposed changes to Westwood View (if the school moves to Entercom property
& city purchases the rest) include development. No proposals included the option of
keeping it soley as public use (eg rec center) or greenspace

4) Some other proposed changes include adding sidewalks to the Annex, adding bike
lanes (or street parking) to 47th Street, improving the bus stop on Mission

At the two prior master plan meetings, residents voted on their priorities for Westwood. 
"Single Family" was by far the most important thing residents voted to "protect or 
maintain" (after Westwood View, of course). 

If you agree or disagree with the proposals, please view the current plan and share 
comments for the city council to hear your thoughts using the following link: 
https://westwoodtomorrow.com/2016/09/16/...
(https://westwoodtomorrow.com/2016/09/16/draft-plan-online-input-sought/)

Edited 4d ago · Shared with Westwood + 2 nearby neighborhoods in General (/general/)

THANK 7

(/
Chprofile/anges in W10274321e)stwood Annex due to Master Plan (/news_feed/?post=32568435)
Leni Swails (/profile/10274321) from Westwood · 5d ago 

(https://westwoodtomorrow.com/2016/09/16/
draft-plan-online-input-sought/)

Draft Plan Online Input Sought
Over 100 people attended the final public meeti…
WESTWOODTOMORROW.COM

REPLY 15

Suzanne (/profile/2130523/), Beth (/profile/4417855/), Jan (/profile/4506508/), and 
4 others thanked Leni (/profile/10274321/)

Steven Dirks (/profile/496581) from West Plaza · 5d ago

Are these apartments and town homes proposed to be built along State 
Line across from Westwood Park or along Rainbow?

Thank
Kevin (/profile/5132644/), Kimberly (/profile/7271869/), Leni (/profile/10274321/), and 1 
other thanked Steven (/profile/496581/)

Kevin Barclay (/profile/5132644) from Westwood · 5d ago

Are we really surprised that the input from the citizenry is ignored by the 
administration? It has been the norm for the past eight years. There are a 
few that are trying to put forth their single minded visions for the city. Our 
beautiful, livable city is being sacrificed to meet a narcissistic mentality at 
the detriment of the whole. It has been mentioned that, (at a work session a 
couple weeks ago); that a proposal for medium density living not be 
included in the comprehensive plan for the Entercom property (as it was, 
and not wanted by the majority of the citizenry), and that it be removed. Had 
not a very few council members not spoke up, it would be there today. We 
have a beautiful, and paid for I might add; city hall that sets as a keystone to 
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the city in its current location. It would be wrong to even consider what has 
been proposed in the options given at the last open forum. There is not a 
single person on the council or the Mayor that lives anywhere near, or will 
directly feel; the impact of what is being proposed. What needs to be kept in 
mind, is that, the mayor and council work for us and need to represent 
us...not their own agendas. And, our city administrator needs to remember 
he is hired by the Mayor, but paid by us, so his job is to do the biding for the 
citizenry of Westwood (of which he does not live). 

Thank
Marilyn (/profile/4508062/), David (/profile/4619314/), Joseph (/profile/5254906/), and 
4 others thanked Kevin (/profile/5132644/)

Leni Swails (/profile/10274321) from Westwood · 5d ago

Steven-. The proposal is for the streets of W47th terrace and w48th Terr to 
be medium density, which run east/west and connect state line and 
rainbow. Some of this could be visible from West Plaza/Westwood park.

Thank
Marilyn (/profile/4508062/), Kimberly (/profile/7271869/), and Mark (/profile/10372182/)
thanked Leni (/profile/10274321/)

Kevin Barclay (/profile/5132644) from Westwood · 5d ago

I stand corrected... Medium density IS still in the plan for the Entercom 
property, so as to make it easier if the school does not move. Against the 
wishes of the majority. This must be removed. SPEAK OUT! To save our 
livable city!

Thank
Marilyn (/profile/4508062/), Joseph (/profile/5254906/), and John (/profile/9295077/)
thanked Kevin (/profile/5132644/)

Steven Dirks (/profile/496581) from West Plaza · 5d ago

Well so this means the West Plaza should basically expect substantial 
increases in vehicle traffic and congestion on 47th St.

Thank

Patrick Meagher (/profile/5556969) from Westwood · 4d ago

Ouch. The master plan, with tax payer assistance no doubt, seems to be 
more about making developers money than community development. .

Thank
Kimberly (/profile/7271869/) thanked Patrick (/profile/5556969/)

Leni Swails (/profile/10274321) from Westwood · 4d ago

Please share your thoughts using the link above! The deadline is October 
1st for receiving comments.

Thank
Margaret (/profile/4504969/) and Kimberly (/profile/7271869/) thanked Leni
(/profile/10274321/)

Anne Johnston (/profile/10334286) from West Plaza · 4d ago

In case people are sleeping, single family neighborhoods around here are at 
risk, fodder for developers, The Quik Trip expansion on Westport Road, 
Westwood's woes. Just re-classify and do what you will. Money talks and 
the usual walks.

Thank
Steven (/profile/496581/), Megan (/profile/10265378/), and Leni (/profile/10274321/)
thanked Anne (/profile/10334286/)

Kimberly Martin (/profile/7271869) from Westwood · 4d ago

well, I put in my 2cents for what it is worth using the link above. some 
interesting ideals I must say.

Edited 4d ago
Thank
Leni (/profile/10274321/) thanked Kimberly (/profile/7271869/)

Bill Maunders (/profile/8623286) from West Plaza · 4d ago

Here are comments added to "Opportunity Areas" - 

I strongly object to the proposed change in population density for Westport 
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Annex. Traffic on State Line, Rainbow, 47th Place and 47th on the Missouri 
side is already a problem and this would just make it worse. Changing the 
streets to one-way is a good idea but to then turn around and increase the 
traffic by increasing population negates the benefit. Sending 47th Terrace 
east and 48th west would eliminate any pressing need for a cut through.

The sidewalks are not a neighborhood problem; they are the responsibility 
of the city and should be improved regardless of planning.

That the neighborhood is run down will self correct if single family zoning is 
maintained due to the increasing desirability of the area. The modern 
movement toward smaller footprints is ideal for this area and could be 
limited to up scale variations with revitalization and rehabilitation programs.

And "General Comments" (concerns box) - 

Yes. Surrendering single family owned and occupied housing to commercial 
development in Westwood Annex. 

Thank
Steven (/profile/496581/), Deborah (/profile/5709980/), Megan (/profile/10265378/), 
and 1 other thanked Bill (/profile/8623286/)

Devin Forsyth (/profile/5198315) from Westwood · 9h ago

Am I mistaken that medium density resi can only be built along rainbow, 
state line, 47th and Shawnee mission pkwy? Wasn't that the end result of 
the months of debate we already had about these development plans? If 
not, it almost seems like they want to open up the zoning code language all 
over again. 

Personally I don't mind some bits and pieces of the proposals as long as 
they stay within the current limitations on zoning. I really don't want to see 
some of the more affordable houses on the north end turn into developer 
candy. I don't want to see the school move only to allow the city to sell 5050 
as a mixed use development. I don't have a problem with city hall moving to 
that spot if it means the rest stays green. After all I'm sure that 4700 location 
will be a hot property. 

Thank

Christine Folgmann (/profile/11819109) from Westwood · 2h ago

Regarding the Annex: I don't think they are referring to changes in density. 
It's more about respecting the current density and character of the 
neighborhood. Currently, if you tear down (or remodel to any significant 
degree) you are held to the same setbacks and regulations as a suburban 
greenfill site. This means that very little is left for building or you may need 
two lots to build a 3 bedroom family home with a one or two car garage. 
This neighborhood shouldn't be held to the same regulations, codes and 
setbacks as suburban sites on larger lots. Imposing the same standards 
wouldn't respect the character of the neighborhood. The lots are tiny and 
lend themselves to first floor one car garages with up to two and a half 
stories of living space above. I think that is what they were referring to when 
they referenced town home style dwellings. Buildings should be allowed to 
stretch from one side of the lot to the other with minimal setbacks to 
encourage projects that respect the character of surrounding homes. That's 
how the homes are currently situated on the lots. It wouldn't change the 
density. Variances should be approved with no delays on all projects that 
complement the neighborhood. 

Thank

Jan Kyle (/profile/4506508) from Westwood · 1h ago

1. As Woodside Village will generate more traffic for Rainbow and State
Line, we definitely should not plan any more apartments anywhere in 
Westwood, as it would devalue our neighborhood. Apartments are 
undesirable anyway, as compared to the condo mix that was originally 
proposed for Westwood Village.

2. I would like to see a cost comparison for remodeling Westwood View 
School versus building a new one. Is building really necessary, considering 
the small number of students and what would be the cost per student?

3. Regarding the Entercom property, I am confused as to what is going on 
there - I do think that quality appropriately-sized single-family housing with 
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green space built to complete the block of Booth there will increase all our 
home values. But the state of Kansas doesn't have the money to build a 
new school.

4. Our park and tennis court need work. Wouldn't it be less expensive to 
improve it where it sits than to move it? It could either be enlarged to 
encompass the church property, or improved, with use of the church 
property for event rentals. Park safety concerns could be addressed with 
quality black iron fencing.

5. If we want to enlarge City Hall for multi-use, why can't it be enlarged 
where it sits? What is so expensive about maintaining the current building? 
Surely enlarging/improving it would be less expensive than moving it to a 
completely new location. The current location is perfect as a cornerstone for 
our city. We do not need for it to be moved to the Entercom property, as 
congestion generated from another, more commercial building would be 
highly undesirable in the middle of the city, plus create safety problems for 
the many who enjoy walking the neighborhood.

6. The reason people are drawn to Westwood is its central location, quiet 
charm and safety. We should keep it that way, save money and lower our
taxes. Let your voices be heard to preserve and improve property values. 

Thank

Bill Maunders (/profile/8623286) from West Plaza · 1h ago

Jan - Well stated.

Thank

Leni Swails (/profile/10274321) from Westwood · 2m ago

Regarding the Annex: If you look at the "Existing and Future Land Use" 
maps in the proposal, the Annex is changing from yellow (low density) to 
goldenrod (medium density). Medium density is defined as "patio homes, 
townhomes, and apartments". Additionally, in the section titles "Character 
Areas" it is proposed that the Annex be reclassfied to mid-urban residential. 
Photos provided as points of comparison show both single family modern 
homes and connected townhomes. Townhomes are a change from what is 
currently in the Annex. 

I've emailed and met with city council people, and they agree that the 
proposal on the table includes townhomes in the Annex, and that this is a 
change from the current density and housing structure of the neighborhood. 

Due to the smaller lots in the Annex, there are already slightly different 
restrictions in place that allows for more of the lot to be used for 
renovations- but the current code it is still only for single family free standing 
houses, not townhomes.

The Westwood Buzz came out today and there is a reminder that our City 
Council is here to serve us! Please reach out to your city council people to 
discuss questions (link to email addresses: 
http://www.westwoodks.org/governingbody
(http://www.westwoodks.org/governingbody)) and provide comments on the 
master plan (http://westwoodmasterplan.weebly.com/
(http://westwoodmasterplan.weebly.com/)). 

Thank
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	* What types of land uses would you like to see added in Westwood?
	* What do you think are the most important issues that Westwood will face in the next ten years? Please select all that apply from the list below. If you would like to add an additional issue, please select "Other".
	* Please indicate your level of satisfaction with:
	* Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
	* Please rate the current condition of infrastructure and the built environment in Westwood.
	* Specific to transportation, please rate the current condition of the street infrastructure in Westwood.
	* Please provide your level of satisfaction with the following community services or utilities.
	Please let us know how you prefer to receive notification about City news and activities, including information about this planning process.
	Within the next 15 years, Westwood should be a community that:
	Please provide any additional comments you have about the Westwood Master Plan.
	If you would like to be notified of future public meetings and events for the Westwood Master Plan, please provide your preferred contact information.
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